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ABSTR ACT 

In this thesis i examine the artwork of a group of coniemporary Canadion 

feminist artists: Kiss & Tell, Shonagh Adelman and Diana Thorneycroft. In 

connection with the work of these artists. I explore the regulation of sexuolly 

explicit irnogery in Canada, and sexliality itself as regulation. I identify three 

strategies shored by the artists: the deconstruction of dominant images, the use 

of performance and the method of working collaboratively. My anoiysis 

considen the potential interventions into discourses of sexual identity that are 

allowed or encouraged by  the artwork. i conclude that artwork such as this can 

play a vital role in altering how we conceive of and act out sexual identities. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTlON 

Art threatens not only because it is a spoce that re-presents cultvre; it also 
embodies the sphere in which change tokes place 

- Beavis 1996:32 

In this thesis, i will focus on a group of Conadion artists who are creating 

imager/ thot responds to their own desires. artists who ore reclaiming 

representations of women (of themselves) and infusing them with specifically 

feminist and personal meanings. In pursuing these ends. the artists use a vonety 

of strategies, including the deconstruction of dominant visual codes, 

collaboration, performance and explorations of penonal experience. Through 

their work the artists challenge the regulatory categories that control discourses 

of sexuolity in Canadion society at the present tirne. 

The artists who 1 will consider in this thesis are: Kiss & Tell, a lesbian art 

collective from Vancouver. made up of Penimmon Blackbridge. Susan Stewart 

and Lizard Jones: Shonagh Adelman. a Toronto/New York artist and curator; and 

Diana Thorneycroft. an ortist from Winnipeg, Manitoba. Ail of these artists create 

work that engages with discussions of sexuality. the regulotion of sexuality and its 

relation to constructions of sexuol identity. 

In our society art is a somewhot marginal form of expression compared to, 

for instance. advertising. Far fewer people will ever see the work of these artists 

thon will see any Hollywood movie, or on issue of Peop/e MugoUne. While this in 



some woys indicotes that art hos o limited potentiol for inspiring political change. it 

rnay also allow artists a certain freedom that does not exist in more mainstreom 

discourses. 

The works of these artists are political, in that they moke stotements and 

raise questions about the worid in which we Iive, and about how we live in this 

world. This is of great significonce, because I see art as a means of 

communicating ideas about our lives, and of creoting change in this world. Art 

makes o voluoble contribution to a changing, 'progressive' politics. in Davina 

Cooper's understanding of progressive: working toward a more just and 

egalitafian society (Cooper 1995: 1 4 1 ). 

Davina Cooper (1995) discusses of the need for a vision of a more 

equitable society. W e  need to be able to envision a more progressive socieiy in 

order to continue our struggle for chonge; othewise, there is transgression only 

for the soke of transgression. with no other purpose (49). Cooper calls this 

creo tion of a vision "prefiguration:" 

The notion of prefiguration. however illusory, offers an important 
element for a counter-hegemonic projeci, for it provides a way of 
convincing people that different proctices moy be preferoble. 
(139) 

She is not affiming any specific identity or practice, but chailenging us to 

envision a more just and equitable society. and to discover stroiegies that would 

help us reoch that. The ahvorks discussed here con help us ask the questions we 

need to in order to envision this society. 

These artists have similaniies in the work created, but also interesting points 

of contrast. The works deal with issues of sexuolity and the construction of identity. 



Lesbian, bisexual. and heterosexual 

Kiss & Tell began with primarily 

Categones of sexual idenf ity are quesfioned. 

desires are represented and interrogated 

photographic representations, but have moved on to create video and 

performance work. Shonagh Adelman was originally a painter, but now produces 

large photogrophic work and mixed medio installations. Diono Thorneycroft 

creates black and white photographs of henelf, cnd occasionally othen, that 

have tumed into performances in their own right. 

Academically and politically, I have been interested in feminisrn and 

cultural studies for a number of years. I began my undergraduote work in Art 

History without much knowledge of women's roles in this discipline but was 

increosingly interested in this area os my degree progressed. My work on and 

interest in representations of women, and women's ability to creote 

representations of themselves, sexually and otherwise, became more immediate 

during rny year ut the Ontario College of Art. lnvotvement in the Women's Art 

Collective and the Menstrual Collective provided space for me to work on some 

of my own visval representations. and to think throvgh some of the issues 

involved in this project, such as the representafion of women's sexualities and 

the construction of mainstream discourses obout sexuality. lncreasing 

involvement in feminist organizations strengthened my interest in feminist theory 

and proctice, as well as my owareness of the complexities of many of the issues. 

Perhaps most relevant to the topic of this thesis are my experiences as a 

collective member of Vancouver's Women Against Violence Against 

Women/Rape Crisis Centre. WAVAW has an onti-pornography stance in its 



constitufion, however, omong the other collective members was a woman who 

worked on Lenie Smut o lesbian pomography magou'ne. This, of course. inspired 

many discussions on the nature of lesbian porn: how, if at dl, if differs from 

straight porn, and whether or not this type of representation is necessary or even 

desirable. These discussions encouroged me to continue thinking about feminist 

sexual representation in art, and to consider some of the issues that I take uo 

here. 

Through looking at representations of sexuality in numerous forms, and 

considering my own sexuality and its expression, I have become more and more 

interested in the topic of visual representations of sexuality. Women have sexual 

experiences with other women, with men. or by ourselves. Representotions of 

these experiences ollow us a way of understanding them. and of questioning 

their construction and how they hove been cotegorized within our culture. Our 

society has many discourses of sexuality: ways of constructiny and conveying 

knowledge about sexuality. These discourses include, but are not Iimited to, 

medical and scientific knowledge. visual representations. and legal sanctions and 

provisions. 1 will argue that feminisf sexual representation allows for an 

intervention into current dijcourses of sexuality. and plays a significont role in 

expanding the exploration and construction of sexual identities. I see the creation 

of the images discussed in this thesis as a political enterprise in that they con 

change the way we think about and a d  on our sexualities. 

Thus, this thesis deals with identiiy, but also with regulation. Sexuality is 

construcied through and controlled by a variety of discounes: legal and medical, 



for example. In Chapter 3. 1 discuss the legal regulation of sexually explicit 

imogery. In Canada, obscenity legisfation helps to set the context within which 

artisis work. While obscenity legislotion, read through the recent Buflerdecision, is 

ostensibly intended to eliminate harm ogainst women created by misogynist 

sexual imagery. it has been shown to cause the censoring of ortistic production, in 

port through the creation of a chilling effec!. Ariists are unwilling to creote worù 

which moy be seked and deemed to be obscene. The state, though, is not the 

only instrument of regulation. The creation of sexual imogev is also controlled by 

other discourses and social forces, such as social protest and the accessibility of 

funds needed to create artwork. 

As I began to wnte ihis introduction, two events occurred, interestingly, on 

the same doy, that reinforced to me the importance of discussing topics such as 

ihis one. The City of Ottawa decided that women would be bonned from going 

topless ot public indoor swimming pools. Nancy Fridoy's Women on Top. a book 

of women's sexual fantasies. wos removed from Winnipeg libraries and 

bookstores ofter the police, acting on a cornploint, determined thot the book 

was obscene. Women's sexuality continues to be regulated and seen as a 

commodity over which men in o patriarchal society are unwilling to give up 

control. The interventions mode by arbvork. such os I am discussing here, are 

significant in that they play a role in taking control of women's sexuolity from 

men and explore it on women's own terms. 



CHAPTER OVERVlEW 

Chopter 2 contains a reading of work created by Kiss & Tell. Shonagh 

Adelmon and Diano Thorneycroft. I situate the artists within the contemporary art 

scene and describe the works of art to which I will refer throughout this thesis. I 

explore themes in the works of art. specifically, how the artists deal with issues cf 

representafion, power and desire. 

Chapter 3 contains a discussion of issues of regulation; that is, how sexual 

imagery has been constructed and controlled. I include an overview of Canada's 

obsceniiy legislation and its impact on artistic sexual representation. Because the 

work that I discuss in this thesis is sexually explicit, if cannot be considered withoui 

reference fo how sexuol imogery hos been regulated in our society. This chopter 

looks at this legislation in an atternpt to convey one aspect of the social clirnate in 

which this artwork has been created. 

it is not my intention in this thesis fo engage in a defense of mainstream 

male-created pornography. f am specifically looking at the difficulties that 

obscenity legislation hm caused for a group of people: feminist visuol artists 

engoged in the creution of sexually explicit artwork. I am not odvocating a free- 

speech position, as that discussion is often given to false binaries: either we have 

to occept the censorship of any or al1 material or we have to support the freedom 

of individuals to al1 speech, including hate speech. I am odvoncing the notion 

that the creation of female-centred images of sexuality is one strategy omong 

many that can be used to disrupt the restricting ways that Our idenfities are 



conceived of and lived ot this point in fime. The use of this strategy does not, and 

should not preclude the use of other strategies at other points in time or indeed 

simultaneously, including anti-racist action, lesbian and goy political activism, or 

labour activism, to name a few. 

Funding cuts are one of the crucial oreos of state regulation for artists. Artists 

depend heaviiy on govemment money and w h e n  this is threatened, their means 

of creation is threatened. Funding cuts. justified in terms of finoncial scarciiy by 

neo-conservotive governmenfs. are often used to control oftwork thot challenges 

ideas about sexuality. In Chapter 3,l discuss this with specific reference to the work 

of Kiss & Tell. 

Non-legol regulation and ifs role in controlling the creation and 

dissemination of sexually explicit ortwork is also explored in this chapter. Sexuolity 

as a regulatory regime is discussed. In this discussion, it becomes clear that 

sexuality is not completely controlled by regulation, but it is creoted Ibrough 

regulation. Cotegories of sexuality play a rote in the sexual identifies that we claim. 

In Chopter 4. 1 discuss theones of representation and identity in relation to 

the work of Kiss & Tell. Adelmon and Thorneycroft. and the potential interventions 

into mainstream discounes of identity that ore encouroged by the work. I consider 

several strategies used by these artists. These include the use and deconstruction 

of dominant visual codes and mainstrearn images of sexuality. By altering such 

images the artists bring thern into question and attempt to undermine some of 

their power. I will olso consider the collaborative methods used by the ortists in on 

attempt to create images of sexuality in a more equitabie rnanner, and the rote 



ihat performance and the use of personal experience play in the creation and 

examination of the afiwork. 

METHODOLOGY 

This thesis is a reading of various works of these ûrfists, and an examination 

of their political potential in terms of questioning and re-configunng discourses of 

sexual identity. In order to proceed with this tosk, I have drawn on a number of 

different theoreiical sources, including a social constructionist/materialist 

approach which look at these images and at discourses of identity as 

constructed within the society in which we Iive. I will also use post-strwcturalist 

theory which intenogotes the cotegories through which we understand identity 

and sexwalify. 

In a well contextualized reading of the ariwork of Kiss & Tell, Shonagh 

Adelman and Diana Thorneycroft. I have investigated how these works act as 

in terventions in contemporary discourses of sexuality. Visuol represen ta tions, 

specifically those of the fernale body. con be seen both to reflect and construct 

social rneanings and specific identities. Thus, I look at these works of art and 

analyze their potential for disrupting categories of identity. 

1 have looked at the works of art. both originals and representations of thern 

in texts and resource centres. The Toronto Photographer's Workshop showed 

Adelman's Skindeep in Febwary. and I viewed it at that time. I sow Kiss & Tell's 

Drawing the Line in 1992, ut the Saw Gallery here in Ottawa. I viewed the videos of 



Drawng the Llne and Tme lnvenions at V-Tape in Toronto. The Ontario Craft 

Council was showing a single image of Diana Thorneycroft's in Februory, but with 

that exception, I have seen her work only in reproductions in articles and exhibition 

ca talogues- 

I have also investigated the writings of the artists themselves, and critical 

writings on the work, such as exhibition reviews. The Canadian Museum of 

Contemporary Photography collects exhibition catalogues on the work of 

Canadian photographers. as well as artist's statements, exhibition notices and so 

forth and bas been a valuable resource. The Women's Art Resource Centre in 

Toronto has also been very useful. It hm. dong with a large selection of art 

periodicals and exhibition catalogues, files on these artists which include slides, 

resumes and personal correspondences- I have compiled an extensive 

bibliography on each of these adists. and contacied each of them to obtain 

permission to reproduce their work. 

CON 

Reading the artwork of Kiss & Tell. Shonagh Adelman, and Diana 

Thorneycroft alongside theories of regulation and identity, I have corne to 

understond some of the ways that identity is constructed within our society. It is 

constructed through a number of regulatory regimes, such as compulsory 

heterosexuality, sexuality and gender. Many factors in Our society work together 



to determine what ariwork will be created and what role it will play in our 

understanding of sexuatity and identity. 

If the only images of women's sexuality ore those creoted by men which 

glorify men's control over women. then this encourages a certain view of 

women's sexuolity. The significonce of the art discussed here is that it challenges 

this. It challenges bofh the official regulation - the obscenity legislotion - as well 

as moinstrearn cultural constructions of sexuolity. By questioning discounes of 

sexuality and b y  breaking up categories such as heterosexuaiity, these oriists are 

allowing us other ways of conceptualizing and acting out our identities. By 

asking questions and giving us a vision for the future, they ore opening up 

poiitical space for further challenges. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE WORK OF KlSS & TELL, SHONAGH ADELMAN 

AND DIANA THORNEYCROFT 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade a number of feminist artists have created work based 

on the female body that hos a concern with issues such os sexuoliiy. desire and 

identity. Parallels con be drawn between ihese oriists and the 'body artists' of 

the early seventies. Amelia Jones, in her article "Postfeminisrn, Feminist Pleasures 

and Embodied Theories of Art." looks to performance artists of the early 1970s. 

including Linda Benglis and Adrian Piper, for work that is evidence of a 

combination of theory and pleasure. Jones writes that these artists 

"encompass[ed] both the sensual and the conceptual: they trouble(d1 the 

exclusionary value systerns of art history and criticism by refusing the prohibition 

of pleasure"(Jones 1994:20). Jones indicotes thot with theory such os Louro 

M W ~ V ~ Y ' S  "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema"(1989) coming out in the iate 

1970s and early 19805, many feminist artisis refused to creaie work that would or 

could inspire erotic or sexual pleasure, in the belief that such pieasure is 

identified with the male. Shirley J. Madill (1993) concurs with this, noting thot 

much of the artwork that emerged in the 1980s had to do with the body in terms 

of sight (the gaze) rather thon pleasure. 



Work such as Mary Kelly's Posf Porfum Document (1978) and Barbara 

Kruger's Untltled (Your Gaze Hi& the Side of m y  Face] ( 1  981 ) [Illustration 1 j ore 

examples of this trend which focuses on the female body without exploration of 

the possibilities of female pleasure. Kelly's Posf Parfum Document is a six section 

work that tells of her son's early yeors, and her relationship with him. Relying on 

Locanion psychoanalysis, Kelly explores the entrance of the child into the 

gendered Symbolic order. The piece "emphasizes sexuaiity as an effect of social 

discounes and insfiiuiions m d  stresses the potentially oppressive psychosocial 

production of sexuolity"(Chadwick 1990:355). It contoins, for exompie, diary 

entries and records of the child's first words. This central use of longuage con 

also be seen in Kruger's (üntitedj Your Gaze Hits the Side of My Face. The words 

(your gaze hits the side of my face) ore superimposed over the cropped image 

of a wornan's face. Kruger, a former fashion magazine layout artist, uses the style 

of thot medium in order io moke explicit and undermine its messages. Using iext 

and photography (common in foshion illustration) Kruger changes the usual 

meonings when she gives the woman depicted a voice. and acknowledges the 

power of the gaze. The works of these two ortists deol with issues surrounding the 

body, sexuality. and the question of pairiarchy and male dominance, but it is ari 

that is quesiionhg and acting as a critique, rather thon exploring the possibilities 

of women's erotic pleasure. The trend evidenced here insists on a separation of 

theory and embodied pleasure: "Within this cultural policing, the possibility of a 

work of art that is both sensuol and consensual. both corporeal and theoretical. 

both eroticized and politically critical is disollowed" (Jones 1994:27). 



For Jones, the recuperation of female pleasure is now of ceniral importance 

in ferninist art. as is the actuaf presence of the female body in the work of art: 

[A]t this particulor moment the most radical rethinking of feminism 
can take place through the articulation of re-embodied theories of 
female artistic subjectivity, ferninisi ogency. and representation in 
the broadest sense. (Jones 1994:29) 

This thesis is an exploration of several artists who are engoged in this project. 

For mony feminists, the so-called 'sex wars' of the 1980s acted as a 

catalyst to open up discussions of sexuality and its representation!. While some 

feminists were vehemently against sexual representation, others were committed 

to exploring the possibilities of a feminist sexual representation. lndeed, these 

discussions were not limited to the representation of sex, but encompassed also 

the practice, power and politics of it (Adams 1990:42). 

The artists discussed in this thesis are among those recent artists who take 

up these discussions about sexuality, with a cornmitment to tackle both theory 

and pleasure. Kiss 8 Tell, Shonagh Adelman and Diana Thorneycroft explore 

issues of sexuality and representation. Their work deals with sexuality and the 

construciions of sexuol identities from a feminist perspective. They refuse the 

separotion bebeen theory and pleasure and attempt an amalgomation of the 

theoretical exploration of sexual representation and identiiy, and an expression 

of pleasure and desire. 

The works studied within this thesis shore themes end strotegies. First. and 

perhaps most obvious, the works ore about female sexuality, pleasure and 

1 For more on the sex wars, see Lisa Duggan and Non D. Hvnter. 1995. Sex Wufr  Sexuai 
D/Ssenf und Po/ificu/ Cu/fure- New York: Roufledge. 



desire. They ore about a place where women con explore whot they desire 

sexually, and see their own sexualities and the sexual experiences of other 

women reflected. They are also about representation. The artists explore, and 

give ihe viewer a chance to explore, different ways of representing sexuality, 

pleasure and desire, and to think about the Iimits that they and society have 

placed on whot is 'acceptable' in terms of representotion. They also encourage 

o consideration of what is representation and whoi is sex; thot is, is it possible to 

distinguish between what is sex und whot is a representation of sex? Finally, 

these images deal with issues of power. both in sexuality and in represenfaiion. 

In this chopter. I will give an introduction to the artists who will be 

considered in this thesis. Following this. I will explore some of the themes found in 

the work of Kiss & Tell. Shonagh Adelman and Diana Thorneycroft. I consider 

what role these images con play in how we think about ourselves sexually. I 

argue that they create more space to define ourselves and allow us io imagine 

ourselves to be other thon we ore, or thought we were. 

KlSS & TELL 

The work of Lizard Jones, Persimmon Blockbridge and Susan Stewart, known 

collectively as Kiss & Tell. was initially inspired b y  Vancouver's 1987 International 

Lesbian Week poster creoted b y  artist Li Yuen. This poster was mode u p  of 

fragments of photogrophic images of the bodies of nude women, some of them 

engoged in lesbian sex. In September of 1987, the poster was published in 



Angfes o Vancouver lesbian and gay newspaper. For many in the feminist and 

lesbian communities, it inspired discussion about censorship. the represent~tion 

of women's bodies and explicit sexualiiy. For Jones, Blackbridge and Stewart, the 

publication of this poster was a catalyst to their own exploration of these issues. 

The artists of Kiss & Tell work collaboratively in creatinç work thot deals 

wiih issues such as lesbian desire, sexuality and censorship. They are multi-media 

artists and have worked with photographs, video and performance. The work 

includes the three artists and occasionally friends or pariners. The close 

relotionship that exists between the participants is significant becouse i f  allows 

on honesi exploration of some very difficult ideos. such os the potential of 

exploitation in sexually explicit work. 

Kiss & Tell's first exhibition, Drawing the Line, has been shown throughoui 

Canada, the United States and Australia. It consists of 100 black and white 

photographs created collaboratively by the three artists wifh Susan Stewart 

phoiographing, and Persimmon Blackbridge and Lizard Jones modeling scenes 

of lesbian sex. The photographs are arranged on the walls of the gollery in order 

from least to most explicit. Femole visitors to the gallery are encouroged to write 

their reactions to the photographs on the wall, while male visitors con write their 

comments in a book provided for this purpose. Viewers c m  write their opinions 

of the work, of sexual imogery in generol, and con Iiterally 'draw a line' where 

they think ihe work becomes too explicit or violent. 

The exhibition is intended to emphasize sexual practices and 

representaiion, rather than photographie techniques or aesthetics. The work is 



not 

just 

are 

meant to represent al1 lesbians or oll things lesbians do. Because there are 

two models used, the viewer is encouraged to tolk about what the women 

doing rother than what different women look like. However. some women of 

colour, for instance, have expressed disoppointment in seeing only white women 

in ihese photographs: "1 understond your reosons for using only two models, but I 

still want to see my coloured face reflected hereW(Kiss & Tell 199 1 :n.p.), writes one 

Toronto viewer. The focus is supposed to be on tne acis, not the models. 

although viewers respond !O both. For Stewart. Blockbridge and Jones, the trust 

built up over a long period of time is crucial to the work. and would not be 

present if there were many models involved. 

A t  the leost controversial end of the spectwm are images such as thot of 

Jones und Blockbridge. fully clothed. kissing beside a waterfoll. Considered 

slightly more controversial is on image of the two women, ogoin kissing, but this 

time the woman in front, Blackbridge. is focing the cornera and is unclothed 

[Illusirotion 21. The image is cropped at their noses and just below their breasts. 

Jones is behind Blockbridge and hos her hands reaching around to the front, on 

Blackbridge's breasts. The M o  are bathed in the shadows of a tree. In Sydney. 

Austroiia. the text writien b y  viewers focused on the representation of the nude 

breasts: 

Great tits! 
lf we soy greot tifs, aren'f we just copying the pofnÙrchu/ way of 
fef&h~iing bits and pieces und ignoing the womon os a who/e? 
No, we're responding to a lirnited view of a whole woman, that 
invites us for a moment to focus on her tits. 
Con 't we jusf admlie her Ms? 1s fh6 a c h e ?  
(Kiss & Tell 1 99 1 :n.p.) 



This interaction between viewers immediotely differentiates this image from 

many other representotions of women (nude or otherwise) in its promotion of 

dialogue. 

Images containing leather have been generolly considered more 

controveniol by viewen given leather's association with sodomosochisiic (s/m) 

practices. even if there is no evidence of slm in the image. One photogroph 

shows o woman lying diagonolly across the frame witn a shodow over her foce. 

The image is cropped jus? below her crotch. She is weoring a black silk bro and 

black bottoms (perhaps leggings), which are being pulled down by the second 

womon. The second woman is weoring a leather jacket. with one breast 

exposed. The imoge is cropped so that the viewer con not see her face. 

At  the most controversiol end of the exhibition are imoges of s/m sex, 

using handcuffs. whips. and bondage [Illustration 51, and women engoging in 

sex while being wotched by a man [Illustration 41. In response to some of the 

criticisms of these 'harder' imoges. Kiss & Tell write: "For women. being 'nice girls' 

hos often been O survivol strategy, but thot 'sofety' traps and silences us"(Kiss & 

Tell 199 1 :n.p.). Thus, Kiss & Tell do not pas judgment on any one sexuol proctice. 

rather they open up a space and contribute to o dialogue. They question whot 

certain sexual proctices mean to one's identity. 

True inversions [Illustrations 6 and 71, a performance by Kiss & Tell and a 

video directed by Lorna Boschman, continues these discussions in an even more 

expiicit manner. Scenes of sex (between women, oral sex with a man) and 

masturbation are interspersed with discussions about censorship. sofer sex and 



representation. Much of it is clearly a performance (not 'real' sex) as the director 

and cornera pecple are visible. Judy Radul suggests thai T/ve lnverslons rejects 

the concept of an authentic sexualiiy. and thus, "works in favour of a sexualiiy 

constructed in the arena of the spectator's imogination"(Rodul 1994:3). Rather 

thon promoting a single point of view or insisting on one specific identity, Kiss & 

Tell is providing a context within which women con discuss sexwaliiy and 

representation. in addition to exploring for themselves the possibilities inherent in 

the representation of lesbian sexuality. 

SHONAGH ADELMAN 

In Shonagh Adelman's most recent body of work, the installation M e  

Donna ( 1  993). and the cibachrome prints in Skindeep ( 1  994). s h e  attempts to 

locate a place where the female viewer c m  experience pleasure. As with Kiss 8, 

Tell.  dei iman creotes images t h a t  do oot imply o single or correct sexual 

practice, but, rother ones that invite questioning and exploration from the 

viewer about her own pleasure and sexual identity. 

Te/e Donna consists of eleven phone booth-sized light boxes arrangeci in 

a v-formation. On the fronts of these boxes, glowing fainily purple in the 

dorkened room, are line drawings of women [Illustration 81. The drawings corne 

from a variety of sources - from 14th century medical illustrations to 

contemporary paper dolls. Because of the use of light boxes, the images had to 

be line drawings which limited the sources from which Adelman could draw. 



However. it is not sa much the source, or the origin of the image thot matiers. but 

whot readings can be made of it in its new placement in this installation. One 

failing, fhough, because of the limited number of possible sources, Adelman 

says, is the lock of images of women of colour (Wright 1994:44). Whiie images 

that were sexist could be recuperated and 'read agoinst the grain' or 

reinterpreted in this new light. Adelman did not find this possible with racist 

images of women of colour. 

A phone receiver is attached to each box and when this is lifted by the 

viewer a three-minute recording of phone sex or a sexual story is heard. While a 

few of these topes are professional recordings, most were made by Adelman's 

friends. In this, as with Kiss & Tell, there is evidence of performance and of 

collaboration - women working together in an exploration of their sexual desires. 

As well, there is a slippoge between the 'real' and the 'performed' becouse in 

the making of the tapes some women experienced sexual pleasure. As one 

reviewer commented, while the visual images are distancing, the sound track is 

too close (Gender Frames 1993:66). The visual images corne from less personal 

sources thon mony of the ourol texts. The blacklight line drowings of the visual 

images act to create a less human representation, while in the phone sex 

monologues the real human presence is acutely felt. 

Skindeep contains eleven large scole. computer generated cibachrome 

prints. For these images Adelman recycles phoiographs from O variety of 

sources, including historical pornogrophic images and Madonna's book Sex. 



These phoiogrophs ore then technicolly recreated through the manipulation of 

the images and the juxtaposition of text. 

The images in Skindeep "critically engage the 'lesbian pornogrophy' 

produced and mass marketed to heterosexual male consumers"(Ross 1994:9). 

Cuniburl [Illustration IO], for instance, makes use of an imoge drown from or; 

1885 ononymous Germon source. The image shows one woman performing 

cunnilingus on another. The first woman is naked and shown from her head to 

just below her breasts. The second woman is shown from the waist down, and is 

wearing only black and white striped stockings that end just above her knees. 

The centrality of heterosexuality is challenged through this depiction of lesbian 

sex. The text printed across the image reads, Don? weuf ouf yûui* welcome. Tou 

much of a good fhing cm make you sfupid und then whof will you weof? The 

source is not revealed, and the text remains arnbiguous. Who is the you? The texi 

disrupts the straight pleasure in looking and causes the viewer to question the 

imoge and its meoning (Ross 1994:9-10). The text olso reveals o sense of humour 

about the whole situation. As Judith Butler writes " . . . laughter in the face of 

serious categories is indispensable for women. Without a doubt, ferninism 

continues to require its own form of serious play"( 1 990:viii). 

Adelmon uses images such as ihis to encourage the viewer to question 

visual images and to think about where they experience pleasure. By using 

imagery not created specificolly for the pleasure of the fernale or lesbian 

viewer, Adelman acknowledges that mony women get pleosure from 

unexpected sources. S~me  lesbians, for instance, first find evidence of their 



sexuality, or confirmation of their sexual identity, on the pages of heterosexual 

pornography. Thus, Adelman creates work that is both questioning and 

reaffkming. The use of text makes the viewer pause and consider how the text 

relates to the image. to the potentiol desire provoked by  the image, and 

whether this is a place where we wont to or should find desire. It is affirming in 

the sense that Adelman acknowledges that possibifities of desire are found ir. 

unexpected places b y  many people. 

DIANA THORNEYCROFT 

lnformed by feminist theory and psychoonalysis, Diona Thorneycroft 

creates work that assists in her understanding of the self (Thorneycroft n.d.1. 

Thorneycroft looks at how society has created restrictions which define the 

female and how the femole body is seen and positioned. The photographs she 

creotes to explore this are very fluid and painterly. They have the quality of a 

dream, where the only light is frorn a hand-held flashlight and shadows leop 

ocross her body and every objeci in the shot. Her photogrophs ore created in o 

performance-iike situation. She sets up the bock-drop and props. takes off al1 of 

her clothes, takes her flash-light in hand, turns off the lights, and storts to move. 

While her first moves may be pre-planned, what soon occurs ore more intuitive, 

improvisational actions. Using a hand-held shutter release, Thorneycroft con 

create several images in one sitting, but she will not know what they will look like 

until much later when they are developed. 



Images 

/Deum), both 

In these works 

naked body is 

suc h as Un fifled (Self-Podfait with Clenched F-SV and UnfiHed 

1990, show her early explorations with fhis photographic method. 

the backdrop and props are kept to o minimum. Thorneycroft's 

placed centrally and fully frontal to the viewer. In Unfifled Wf- 

Pon'ruif with C/enched Fi5t), she is wearing a strand of pearls, a gauzy skirt anc' 

fake plastic breasts. She is reclining, leaning on one elbow with her legs spread. 

With her left hand she grasps at the doth on which she is lying. Her face is almosi 

completely in shadow, except for on area around her mouth. Light darts across 

her (foke) breasts and left leg. Her crotch is illuminated. but hidden beneath t h e  

diaphanous skirt. We are at the same tirne invited to look and then shown 

nothing. She exposes the artifice of iraditional representotions of women and 

attempts to make meoning by playing with the vocabulary of pornography: 

pearls, large breasts and the crotch shot. 

In Unfifled (Dreom), Thorneycrof appears naked, and without the props 

of the previous phoiograph. She  is lit spareiy: part of her face. her right breast, 

her hand on her genitals. The doll thot appears beside her is  lit so thot al1 that is 

evident to the viewer is its buttocks. As explorations of the construction of 

sexuality, her photographs are both threatening and destabilizing. They threaten 

the established order and destabilize traditional male-defined portrayals of 

female sexuality. In this way, she is dealing with issues that have not been dealt 

with in the mainsiream to a great extent: the construction of female pleasure, as 

well as the fear that sometimes accompanies women's explorations of sexuality 

and identity . 



THEMES IN THE WORK 

The ortists discussed in this thesis explore issues of sexuolity and identity. 

ldentity con be, and usually is. a multifoceted experience. W e  identify as 

different things at different times and in different places. Here 1 am focusing on 

sexual identity, both the identities an individual chooses herself, and those that 

are conierred upon her by others. The works that are discussed in this thesis 

allow the viewer to consider the construction of sexual identity (her identity, the 

identities of others) in a different monner. 1 want, at this point, to explore several 

themes that I see emerging from the work that wili allow me to focus on possible 

interventions into this construction. 

Wornen's sexuolity has been predominanily represented by men, such os 

in pornography and advertising. These are both created for reasons other than 

women's pleosure. In different woys, and to different degrees, the artists 

discussed here engage with this issue and attempt to deconstruct some of the 

meanings of mainstreom representations of the female body. Their work also 

investigotes issues of power and desire. The artists depict and explore relations of 

power within on image and externolly in the viewing of it. I will look at how the 

work is on expression of. and exploration into. the multiplicity and arnbiguity of 

female desire. Finally, 1 will examine aspects of the context of the work, including 

the context in which it is created and the context in which it is viewed. In 

chapier three. I will discuss the social and political context. in terms of the 

regulation of sexuol imogery. 



While the images considered in this thesis are about sexuality and sexual 

identities, they ore also. rather self-reflexively, obout representation: its limitations 

as well as possibilities. As Brenda Cossrnan and Shannon Bell indicote in the 

introduction to Bad Affjtude/s on T I n o  Pomogruphy~ Feminkrn and the Butler 

Dea.ion, representations have more thon one possible meaning "and con be 

simultaneously subjected to multiple intsrpretotions"(Cossman et al. 1997%). It is 

this ambiguity of the image that is often the focus of the work here. 

Drawing the Line is made up of photographs of lesbian sex. They ore 

about lesbian sex and about the repfesentufion of iesbian sex, Viewers are 

asked to indicate their "limits regarding sexual imagery"(Kiss & Tel l  nd.). As 

Sondro Hoar indicates, the photogroph "becomes less on erotic image and 

more a representotion of what moy be erotic"(Haor 1988:46). A dialogue is 

encouraged about what different people find erotic fo look of. But, "in spite of 

10 yeon of analysis and theorizing about the production and affects of 

pornogrophy, it is still easy to conflate photographs with real life"(Adams 

1990:43). Mony of the viewers of Drawing the Line commented on the sexual 

proctices os if they were real, not creoted scenes. This is perhaps because 

despite the fact that the artists' statement says thof these are created scenes, 

they look 'real' (Kiss & Tell n d ) .  It is also because even if the viewer is fully aware 

that these are constructed photographs and not records of aciual sexual 



events. they ore about sexual acts that have some controversy surrounding 

them - lesbian sex and s/m, for exomple - and people want to talk about thot. 

The line between representations of sex and sex acts themselves is no? al1 that 

cleor. 

Shonagh Adelmon's work deals with representaiion on o slightly differen: 

level, She takes images from a varieiy of sources and reproduces them in her 

installations. She launches a critique of largely male-created imager- and allows 

the viewer to participate in this. Where Kiss & Tell crrotes the? own images which 

speok of lesbian desire. Adelman looks at ihe possibilities and difficulties of 

locating female desire in images produced by others. Adelman asks, given the 

Ceminist critique of objectifkation: 

How is it possible to make visible. to represent lesbian desire, to cast 
'womon' as object of the gaze, without reinscribing phollocentric 
codes or risking CO-optation? The question of authorship and 
intentionality becomes an important key to shifting these codes . . . . 
(Adelman 1993:24) 

She takes imageî from sources that would not have taken women's desire into 

consideration, but in her manipulations Adelman wants the viewer to think about 

her own desire. Because she has re-creaied the image it now has a new 

ln Adelmon's Plasfis [Illustration 111. an image of a woman holding her 

breasts is superimposed on a wrinkled sheei of red plastic with the words: / wunf 

you to check me out. Gef tu know me in my absence so that yod/ leam 

everythhg you need tu know about whot / Me running across the image. This 

reverses the role of the subject and the object. The image is addressing you, 



telling you to find out about her pleasure. The femole viewer con identify with 

the woman in the image and see that sorneone is being encouraged i o  

consider her pleasure; she is not simply there for the pleasure of the male viewer. 

She con also identify with the desiring viewer. and consider boih her pleasure os 

one who is desiring andone who is desired. 

Shonagk 

woman 

genitals. 

1 Adelman's Gfmcunf [Illustration 121 consisis of a photograph of a 

in black stockings lying on her back with her legs raised, exposing her 

The photograph is layered with the texture of gross and text which 

reods: You wunt to look? Go Ahead fhere 4 no bar# in looking. She Y ne ver kno w 

the difference. This directly questions the connection of pornography to violence 

(there's no harm in looking) and causes the viewer to think and question. As with 

Kiss & Tell, Adelman's images ore presented to us in an ottempt to creote a 

dialogue about representation, specifically the representation of women's 

bodies, and the nature of female desire. In this image the iext is asking us if we 

wont to look: it is addressing the viewer. Wha f  does this mean to a female viewer 

and her desire? Does this allow the possibility of a desiring fernole viewer? Suson 

Cole notes that: 

Even the most enlightened and progressive women and men get 
off on pornography . . . . This does not make these people sick. 
weird or perverted, it makes them well-socialized products of a 
culture determined to make  sexuality the most powerful force . . . 
(Cole 199541 ) 



By using images from mainstreorn pornography cornbined with text such os "1 

know yoc wont to look." Adelman is acknowledging some women's attraction 

to pornogrophy. In addressing her work to the viewer, she atternpts to create a 

dialogue that con engage issues such as these. She reveols the complexities of 

women being ottracted to male-creoted pornography, and the contradictions 

thot this creates. Her work speaks of the erotic pleosure of looking and the place 

where women who desire women get to have this erotic pleasure. Adelman h a  

acknowledged the agency of the viewer and has made room for the viewer io 

be female. 

Kiss & Tell articulates the importance of speaking one's desire os a lesbian 

and the possibilities inherent in sexuality, beyond issues of oppression and 

repression. One image from Drawing the Line shows a woman lying on a 

toble/work bench, weoring a dress which is pulled up over her naked breosts, 

and white undeiwear which is pulled down to reveol her pubic hoir [Illustration 

41. A second woman is hoiding the first woman's underwear down, with one 

hond on the firsi woman's pubic haïr and the other on ihe firsi woman's thigh. 

She is looking at the other woman. A man watches the Mo women. Text written 

by some viewers says: 

"Surely real le5bians wouldn't allow a man in the room to watch. I 
question the validity of this as an example of lesbian love." 
Co/m down, it'sjust ophofogruph. [Melbourne] 
He's been there in my fantasies. [Toronto] 
(Kiss & Tell 1991 :n.p.) 



This raises 

real life or 

questions about what can/should 

in an image only. Is the man there 

be desired and if this is desired in 

only to watch, signaling an interest 

in voyeurism, or con he be there also as an object of desire? 

Kiss & Tell's True lnvef5ions also contains a s c e n e  with a man which raises 

similar issues. One woman is weoring a strap-on diido. and the man (Paul Long, 

one of the cornera-people) sucks on it. The words "Censored: politically 

incorrect" appear on the screen and Paul says, Censored? What do you mean 

censored? These people ore my friends. I was invited hereW(Kiss & Tell 1992:. A 

discussion ensues about whether or not a man shodd be present in a video 

about lesbian sex. Ultimately, they have a discussion about being able to 

disagree without being colled o censor. W h o t  I find interesting, though, is that 

very little is soid about the actuat presence of the man in terms of deslie. 

although clearly one of the things that the video is aboui is the different 

possibilities of desire. ! find the presence of the male choracier interesting in 

terms of bisexvality. What if you desire both men and wornen? Although True 

Inversion does not tackle this in an outright manner, I think it is useful in ollowing a 

space for this discussion to happen. Politically. who you desire has been tied to 

your sexual identity and also, therefore, to your politics. Judith Butler indicates 

thot "some of the difficulties ernqjing frorn identity politics con be traced to the 

prevoiling fiction that how you desire determines who you oreV(Kotz 199236). 

She then goes on to soy thot "the destabilization of those identificotory patterns 

seems quite crucial . . . [and] may ulfimately make possible new lines of politicol 

soiidarity"(Kotz 1992:88). Thus, by loosening the links between who one desires 



and how one aligns oneself politically, new possibilities of identification and of 

political action may be made possible. 

Diano Thorneycroft speaks of desire in images such as Untitled [Fish Bride) 

[Illustration 131 where she poses nude except for a bndal veil. Near her genitals 

she holds a fish with a wide open mouth. The fish and mouth are both syrnbols of 

female genitols across mony cultures (Allen 1994-951 3). "The use of vaginal 

imagery in feminist art defies the suppression of female sexuality and its 

subsurnption into mole desire" (Allen 1994-951 3) This use of the symbolic with the 

real suggests female empowerment. contrasting wiih images of the vogino in 

male heterosexual pornography. Through the insertion of the self into these 

images the objectification of the pornographie is refused; her desire is the 

subject. 

In many images Diana Thorneycroft poses with a foke penis and/or fake 

breasts. Unfif/ed (fi97 Brides) [illustration 141 has male models with fake breasts 

and Untif/& (Twin) [Illustration 161 shows Diono Thorneycrofi herself with a fake 

penis. There is o confusion of gender roles and sexual identities, ond a multiplicity 

of attractions. She is exploring the construction of gender identities and its 

connection with the construction of desire and sexual identity. The ambiguity of 

sexual identity is exposed: Are you the male or the female? Do you desire the 

male or the female? As Thorneycroft writes: 

The androgynous looking figure represents a denial of rigid gender 
roles, eroses the notion of difference and ignores the rules that moke 
us absolute male or female. How do we reconcile this threat with 
that of desire? (Tousley 1 992:C 10) 



In addition to potentiolly arousing the viewer with the beouty and sexuolity in the 

images. Diana Thorneycroft also creates a questioning and o space for 

dialogue: 

I wanted people to bring their own bisexual curiosity to the work. If a 
woman looking at my work was aroused and thought I wos mde, 
then that was okay. Or if a man looking at the work was aroused and 
he knew I was female, then that was okay. But what if he had looked 
ot the work and thought I was a guy? 50 1 was interested in breaking 
the rules about arousol. I was discovering al1 sorts of things about 
myself and I thought, if I can do it to me. con I do it to my 
audience? (Enright 1996: 25-26) 

The space behveen what society tells us we are io desire and what we feel 

inside is negoiiated in these images. 

POWER 

Shonagh Adelmon writes that Kiss & Tell "ernploy a discursive approach 

using various aesthetic means to dromatize the impact of technologies of power 

on sexualiiy"(Adelman 1995:30). As Foucault indicates, power is multi- 

dimensional, created and asserted in many different sites: 

Power is everywhere: not because it embraces everything but 
because it cornes from everything. . . . Power is not an institution, 
and not a structure; neither is if o certain strength we are endowed 
with: it is the n a m e  that one attributes to a complex strotegical 
situation in a particulor society. (Foucault 1978:93) 

It is this complex, plural power that is explored by Kiss & Tell, Shonagh Adelman, 

and Diana Thorneycroft. 

in Drawing fhe Line, one image shows a wornan lying on top of another 

woman who is wearing only a white lace slip [Illustrotion 31. She is visible from 



behind. The other woman is under her, wearing potched and safety-pinned 

jeans. and b o o k  Their legs ore intehineci holding each other. Text written 

beside the image reads: 

The nude one seerns too exposed 
Thof 's wha f mukes it hot. Sex & po w e ~ /  
Thot's the problem [Toronto] 
(Kiss & Tell 1 99 1 np. )  

The investigation of power in this way allows a dialogue arnong viewers. Kiss & 

Tell depicts power relationships in sex and lets the viewer comment on them. I i  is 

crucial io understond that Kiss & Tell is not odvoca!ing a single saxual practice, 

but is encouraging o discussion among wornen (and men) about where power 

cornes from and how it manifests itself in our lives, pariicularly in the oreas of 

sexuality. For some women. lesbian s/m. for instance, is a mere copy of 

heterosexuol power relations, and is therefore oppressive. For many s/m 

proctiiioners this is completely not the case. They feel their s/m sex is a way of 

exploring power, of ploying with power in a sofe environment. They are, in fact, 

subverting traditional power relationships.' 

In Unfifled {Twin) [Illustration 161 Diana Thorneycroft's use of the plastic 

penis brings inio question the power of the penis. and the  question of whether 

the use of a foke penis or o dildo con undermine the power and outhority 

oitached to the real one. The divide behveen a parody in on aitempt to 

undermine the power of something, and the mere reification of that very thing, is 

somefimes unciear. Colleen Lamos writes that: 

2 See discussion of lesbian slm in Tomsin Wilion. 1996. Finger-Licking Good: The /ns a n d  
Outs of Lesbian Sex. London: Cassell: or Carole S. Vance. ed. 1984. Pleusure and Danger.. 
fip/onng Fernale Sexu~~fv .  Boston: Rouiledge and Kegon Paul. 



The dildo con at ony moment be token (on) either as a foithful 
substitute for the penis or as o parodic mime of i is phallic 
pretensions. . . . If phallic potency boils down to the question of 
who has the penis, the dildo is a direct challenge to male 
possession of that instrument of authority. (Lamos 19953 1 1 ) 

In Thorneycrofi's work she challenges mole power and authority b y  claiming it 

for herself but equally important. she opens up an area for debate. She 

questions whether or not the penis is, or needs to be, a source of power, and if 

we cannot reveal our own sources of power os women. Think, for exornpie, of 

Untifeu' (Fih Bride][lllustrotion 131 with the power of the vogina reveoled. 

Discourses, including representations, are themselves acts of power. In 

nainstreom male-created pornography. for instance, power is largely in the 

hands of its ownen and distributors. The artists described here ore attempting to 

alter relations of power. As Mariana Valverde writes: 

We should not be thinking about abolishing sexual power, but 
rather about subverting it. transforrning it, so that we are more in 
control of the diolectic. more free to make choices and changes. 
rother thon routinely faIl into prescribed scripts. (Volverde 1984: 15) 

The ortists attempt to creaie a spoce or initiate a dialogue about how we can 

shore and exchange power. They question inheriied power relations and 

identities established by these, and are intent on creating images that are a 

resistance to the dominant male creoted imagery that surrounds us. 

Foucault indicaies that the body is a social site where ideas and discourses 

about sexuality are played out. In The Nljfory of Sexuoh'f~ he sees the body as a 

target of power os well as a site of resistance. Despite Foucault's lack of 

recognition of gender specificity, his notions of power and resistance are very 

important io rny discussion. Foucault sees power as diffuse rather than singuior. 



Perhaps Foucault's conception of power is inadequote i o  deol with the 

continuation of large blacks of power such as patriarchy. but when we see power 

as ubiquitous, precanous and unstoble, we can allow for resistance and the 

assertion of alternate identities. 

Susan Bordo writes that the Foucaufdian structures of power "no matter 

how dominant. ore never seomless but ore olways spawning new forms of 

subjectivity, new contexts for resistance to and iransformation of existing 

relations" ( 1 993:288). Dovino Cooper indicotes that "power cannot simply be 

equated with the control exercised by a porticular groupW(1995: 13): pcwer must 

be seen to be available to all. otherwise there would be no hope at al1 of 

resisting against patriarchy, heterosexism, or rocisrn. Cooper's approach 

"identifies power os the facilitaiion of poriicuiar outcornes. processes and 

practices. This may include the maintenance and reproduction of the status quo 

or. alternatively, its dismantling or transformation"(l8). H e r  point is useful in the 

discussion of these ortists, and in recognizing thot their ariwork hos the potentia 

to inspire or create change. 

CONCLUSION 

I will conclude with a discussion of the importance of considering context 

when discussing sexually explicii artwork. Suson Bordo, in Unbeurable Weight: 

Feminkm, Western Cu/tze und the Body, discusses the potential uses, a s  well as 

critiques. of postmodern theory in the reading of the body and the creation of 



identity. She insists that the biologicol body is culturally inscribed, that is, creoted 

and undentood through aspects of Our culture, such as sexuol and legal 

discourses. but dismisses the notion of the body as a fiction. She indicates that 

our understanding of our bodies is always medioted by language: how we tolk 

about our bodies and the longuage that we hove to do this affects how we 

understand ii. Bordo cautions agoinst a thoroughly textual reading of t he  body, 

because the "subversion of cultural assumptions (despiie the claims of some 

deconstructionists) is not something thot hoppens in a text or to o text. It is an 

event that takes place (or doesn't) in the reading of the textV(Bordo : 993:292). 

The mere creation of a text (in this case a piece of art) does not in and of itself 

change cultural assumptions. such as the ossumptions that are commonly held 

about sexuality or identiiy. These can only be altered or subverted through the 

interaction of this text with people. It is for this reason thot it is crucial to look not 

only at the text. but olso to look ut the context of the work and its reception by 

the viewers. 

The context within which ariwork is created and shown influences its 

reception and i i s  meoning. Meaning will change as the context changes: it con 

noi be fixed. When considering the work of Kiss & Tell, Shonagh Adelman. and 

Diana Thorneycroft. t h e  possibility of multiple and various meanings is evideni. 

Many of these images could be heterosexual pornography in onother context. 

Shonagh Adelmon. for example. in both Tele Donna and Shndeep does use 

images thai were created as heterosexuol pornography which she then 

recontextualizes and alters to sui? her purpose. 



In Canada in the 1990s rnainstream culture continues to be patriarchal 

and homophobic. It is within this large context that these works are created. 

Mainsiream images of women tend to be either geored toword mole pleasure. 

such as in the case of male created heterosexual pornography, or toword 

femole consumption. as in advertising. Images of fernale sexual pleosure ore 

rare. 

The specific context within which the piece of art was created says much 

about the intentions of the artist and the statement that they are moking. In Kiss 

& Tell's True /nver5ions for example, the context is demystified. The direcior, 

cornera people and other friends are al1 on cornera talking about the issues 

involved in the video and performance. Neor the beginning of the video is a hot 

sex scene between Persimmon Blackbridge and Lizard Jones, which is rwealed 

to be acting when the comera person says. "Okoy, let's get o little hotter in 

there . . . Okoy, move in"[Boschmon and Kiss & Tell 1992). The relotionships 

between the participants are revealed, some as 'real' sexual relationships, such 

as between Susan Stewart and Ali Mcllwaine, and others, such  as that between 

Persimmon Blackbridge and Lizard Jones, which is one of friends and CO-workers 

who perform sex. The video is revealed to have been made in a collective 

manner, by people who trust each other. That this is made explicit ultimately 

influences the reading of the work. The viewer is not left wondering if ail were 

participating freely. 

Shonagh Adelman's Te/e Donno contains an image of h o  women 

dancing. This image is taken from a monual on bollroom dancing and wos not 



originally intended to depict lesbians, or one wornan's desire for another. In 

Adelman's context, though. it is read differently (Hanna 1994:43). Ïaking an 

image from one context and inserting it into another olters the meaning of the 

image. Adelman soys that: "The phone sex resituates the images in a context of 

lesbian desire and opens up the potential for evoking female eroticism in a way 

that hasn't been done visuolly"(Wright 1994:44-45). Adelman directly takes 

images from many sources and uses them for her own purposes. As Janice 

Andreae writes: 

Adelmon demystifies familiar signs and associations and, similariy. 
their reading(s). Through (re)mapping different patterns, erotic 
stimulation(s) and using different frarnes of reference to 
contextualize her erotic/sexual subjects{s), Adelman optly invites her 
viewer to consider an analogous destabilizotion of society where her 
frame works as it does in &le Donna - in three-dimensional feu/ 
space. (Andreae 1994b:48) 

Thus, Andreae indicotes that by shifting the meoning of an image through the 

shifting of its context (the 'destabilizing' of the image) the shifting of actual social 

relations can be considered by the viewer. 

The use of sexually expiicit images, recontextualized or shown in a specific 

context ihat indicates a reading different from mainstream pornogrophy. is a 

strctegy that might have limited potential, but 

A single strategy does not have to be useful at 

may be useful for a certain purpose and ot 

1 feel that it is useful as c strategy. 

al1 times and for al1 purposes, but 

a certain time. This use of. and 

reference to, moinstream heterosexual pornography works to destabilize its 

meaning for the viewers of these particulor pieces. While it may not in itself 

necessorily destabilize the entire pornography industry or immediately alter it so 



thot it no longer exploiis women, or begins creating images thot represent al1 of 

our sexualities, the creation of these alternative images of sexuality plays a rote 

in the investigation of different identities, affirming for some people and calling 

into question for others. 

for t hese  artists, then, "the self is a site of investigation and is posited as 

the site of chonge"(Al1en 1994-94:7). In breaking down cotegories such as 

identity and sexuality, Kiss & Tell, Shonagh Adelman, and Diana Thorneycroft are 

creaiing work tha t  allows quesfioning about how we understand and speak 

about sexuality and identity. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE REGULATION OF SEXUAL REPRESENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

In November 1992, Kiss & Tell's Tïue hvenions was performed a i  the Banff 

Centre for the Arts. Rue /nvers/ons is a rnulti-media performance which includes 

projected slides, video and live performance. Susan Stewart, Persimmon 

Blackbridge and Lizard Jones consider issues of censorship. sexism and male 

violence, and how these issues connect with women's, and particulorly lesbions'. 

pleasurable experience of sexuality and our bodies. 

After viewing this performance, Rick Bell wrote an article for Alberta Reporf 

entitled "Exporiing state-funded filth: lesbian 'artisis' I r e  a hit in Banff" ( 1  992:23). In 

this article Bell seems to have misunderstood many aspects of the performance. or 

at least mis-represents them. For example, Bel! writes: 

One [performer] soid that her lust was 'huge and uncontrollable' for 
any woman in a white [ab coat. Another rattled on about 'femmes' 
and 'butches.' One of them ihen donned a fake mustache and 
cowboy boots. and spoke about the outrage agoinst pornography 
she had felt since her conversion to Jesus Christ. A cleaning woman 
romped around the stage and the third performer blew a whistle. 
The crowd roared. ( 1  992:23) 

In reality, the lust felt by the fint performer, L i i rd  Jones, is for a specific woman to 

whom she  is attracted because the woman is a hard worker (Kiss & Tell 1994:69). 

The use of words such as 'rattled on' and 'romped around' ernphasize Bell's 

contempt for the entire performance. As Persimmon Blackbridge wntes, "We have 



many cornplex, conflicted 

realities, projecting what is 

relationships to sex pictures. Rick Bell erased these 

a particular straight, white, male viewpoint onto the 

images, the audience and the performen"(Kiss & Tell 1994:68). Affer o demeaning 

description of the audience and the  artists, Bell concfudes with, "As usual, the 

money for this free admission spectacle came from the empty coffers of indebted 

governments"(l992:23). The article is accompanied by a caricature of the artists In 

Kiss & Tell, with the caption, "Proudly brought to you b y  John Gogo, Deportment of 

Advanced Education; Doug Main, Deportment of Culture: Canada 

Council"(l992:23). 

While a bad review can be expected by  m a t  artisfs, this soon become 

more thon just one critic's negative opinion. Ken Kowalski. the Deputy Premier of 

Alberta saw the article and called Tme lnvenions an "abhorrent lesbian 

show"("Tax-funded" 1993:24). The incident prompted Alberta Community 

Development Minister Gary Mar to order a review of the funding policies of the 

Alberta Foundotion for the Arts (AFA) (Jeffs 1994:A 1 ). Mar suggested that galleries 

thot showed controvenial art in the future would risk losing their funding: "It would 

be fair to soy that funds for particular types of shows could not be supported by 

the ~ F A " ( J e f f s  1994:Al). Indeed, Mar objects to art that might "offend the 

sensibilities and the community standords"(Freschuk 1 ?%:El ). H e  was not more 

specific about what exactly this meant. and said only thot, "pornography is o hard 

thing io define. but I know it when I see itW(Jeffs 1994:Al). The AFA then proposed 

guidelines simiiar to the American Helms Amendment, which would have artists 

whose work was found to be obscene return their grant money, with interest. 



The article by Rick Bell was published in a number of magazines and 

newspapers, as were others that were based on it. As Susan Stewart writes: 

Talking about taxes is a sure-fie way to gei attention. and insinuating 
thot scorce and badly needed money is being squandered on 
lesbion art is a sure-fire way to fan the flames of homophobia. 
Homosexuality becomes yet again the target and scapegoat for a 
fhinly-veiled process of political maneuvering. (Kiss & Tell 1994:73) 

The state is a site over which conflicting groups fight. As Judith Butler writes, 

"modern power 'adminisien' life in port through the silent withdrawal of its 

resources"(l992:361). In ihis case, vanous groups, such as Rick Bell and the A/berto 

Repofiattempied to convince the government (the state) not to fund work thot 

they disagree with. In altering funding arrangements and refusing money to artists 

who create work thot they consider obscene, the government con regulote 

marginal sexualities through financial control. 

All of the artists discussed here have corne into direct'contact wifh the 

regulotory imperatives of the state, whether by having their work stopped ut the 

Canadian-Arnerican border on return to Canada or through the threot of the 

withdrawol of funding, for example. I will explore sfate regulotion, first through a 

discussion of exactly what I mean when I refer to the state. and what role it con 

and does play. Second. I will outline Conadian obscenity regulation, and the 

impact it has had on artistic production in Canada. In this discussion, 1 will focus on 

the Febwary 1992 But/erruling, in which the Supreme Court of Conado upheld the 

cuvent obscenity legislotion in the Criminal Code. but changed the rationale from 

a morals based one to one ostensibly based on the notion of equolity for women 

and the prevention of horm. Finally, I will explore extra-legal regulation. Many 



poststnicturolist writen have pointed to sexuolity itself os a regulatory regime. 

Having only specific categories of identity available to people through discourse. 

such as visuol representation or low, and allowing only specific proctices 

associated with these identities are acts of regulation in themselves. 

REGULATlON BY THE STATE 

I will begin with a discussion of the stote and its rote in the regulation of 

sexuolly explicit images. Davina Cooper. in Powerin Stmgg/e: Femin~ism. Sexuul7y 

and the S fa f e  ( 1  995). indicaies that the state is responsive to various demands. It 

is not simply the enforcement arm of a single constituency. She underscores the 

difficulty in defining the state, but cornes up with a frarnework that I find useful. 

She conceives of the state as "contingently orticuloted, multifoceted 

phenornena with no fixed form. essence or core. . . . In any given context, one or 

more state identities will be at the fore, while the others remain in the 

background"(60-6 1 ) .  She identifies five aspects of state identity: 

1 .  as a set of specific, public arenas thaf include the courts, local and 
central government, military, police force. regulatov quangos and 
welfare providers/organizers; 

2. as the criteria of orticulation/linkage and commonolity between 
these arenas - constitutional, disciplinary, cultural, and resource 
based; 

3. as a corporate entity - the nation state; 
4. as a variously condensed manifestation of economic, racial and 

gendered power; and 
5. os a key agent of 'legitimote' public coercion and violence. 
(62-63) 



Thus, when I am speoking of the state in terms of regulotion. I am referring to the 

bodies, such as the courts and police, but olso to the resources provided by the 

state, the economic, gendered and raciol power that the state wields and the 

possibilities of coercion. 

As the state is not a single entity, its various ogencies and agents will not 

necessarily act in concert. For instance, one body (such as the courts) might 

make a decision and another (such as customs or police) might contradict this. 

Adists make use of the stote for such things as funding, while they might oppose 

ii on other occasions. such as when on image is declared obscene. Finally, as 

Cooper writes, "the state does not simply respond to discourses, it also re-forms 

them"(59). Thus, the stote moy take an external discourse and change it into 

something different or alter it in some way. Alternotively, the terrain of the stote 

may be changed through discourse or outside power acting on ii. 

One arena of the state, os Cooper mentions, is the court system. This 

system con be octed upon by vorious groups. and is often a site of struggle. in 

the following section I will explore one such struggle which has been of central 

concern for feminists and cultural producers: the Buflercase. 

R. v. BUTLER 

In February, 1992. the Supreme Court of Canada ruled on the first Constitutional 

challenge to the current obscenity legislaiion. In this decision, known as the Buf/ef 

decision, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld the obscenity provisions of the 



C M a l  Cm'e. it wos decided that the obscenity legislotion wos a legitimate limit 

on the freedorn of expression provision of the Chuder of Rights und Freedoms. 

based on the equaliiy sections of the Charfer. The reasoning wos that harm is 

caused to women by pomography and other works that are found to be 

obscene. and that in limiting these there will be greater potential for women's 

equality. ' 
This case began in August. 1987, when Winnipeg police officers seized 

videos. magazines and sexual paraphernalia from a store. and chorged the 

owner. Donald Victor Butler, with 250 counts of possessing obscene matenal for the 

purpose of distribution and sole. and exposing obscene material to public view 

(Cnminal Code s.163). He was found guilty on eight of these charges. Through 

appeals the case slowly m a d e  its way up to the Supreme Court with Butler's 

lawyers arguing for th9 freedom of expression provision in ihe Chorter (s.2). In 

Febwary of 1992 the Supreme Court ruled that the Crimino1 Code provision on 

obscenity did not violate the Chorter's freedom of expression section, as it wos a 

reasonable limit (S. 1 ). The harm caused to women as a result of pornography was 

ruled to be enough to result in this limit on expression. 

The Buf/erruling contained three cotegofies of sexual representotion thoi a 

judge should consider when making a determination about potential obscenity of 

sexually explicit material. They ore: 

1. Sexually explicit material that includes violence; 
2. Sexually explicit matenal that does not include violence, but that 

is degrading and dehumaniu'ng; 

1 See Appendix 1 for details of t he  Cnminal Code of Conudo: and Appendix 2 for details 
of the Cunadian Charfer of Rights und Fieedoms. 



3. Sexually explicit matenal that does not include violence, and 
that is not degroding and dehumanizing. 

(Buflerin Cossman 1997b:87) 

Material that fulls into the fint of these three cotegories would almost always be 

found to be obscene. Moteflol that folls into the second category may be found 

to be obscene if there is assessed to be a substantial risk of harm, and material 

that folk into the third would generally not be considered obscene unless children 

are involved, in which case it would be considered cnder the child pornography 

law (Bill C-128: CMnal Code s.163.1) . 

Central to Butleris its focus on the notion of harm: 

Harm in this coniext means that it predisposes persons to uct in an 
anti-social rnonner, as, for exomple, the physicol or mental 
mistreatment of women by men. . . Anti-social conduct for this 
purpose is conduct which sociefy formally recognizes as 
incompatible with its proper functioning. (Butler in MrCorrnack 
1 993:3 1 -32) 

Violent pornogrophy is ostensibly to be censored because of the harm that i i  

causes to women. However, theorists such as Brenda Cossman. Lise Gotell and 

Thelma McCormock feel that Buter is missing an underlying feminist analysis in this 

conception of harm. and that this wording wos odded os a last resorf. in on 

ottempt to explain the idea of 'anii-social conduct' (Johnson 1995:80). Anti-social is 

framed by the notion of society's 'proper functioning'. Society's proper 

functioning, though, is not defined within the wling. Further. it has been noted that 

by the use of the ierm 'formally' the ruling should really only be used against those 

representations which are going to couse people to oct in o manner that is 

sanctioned by the Criminu/ Code (Barclay 1992-93:26). The concept of harm is 

then unclear in several aspects. It is not clearly defined within the niling, and. while 



the ruling states thot the amount, or even presence of harm caused os a result of 

pornography is not possible io  prove, the community is allowed to judge whether 

this harm is present or not. 

The arnbiguous words, such as 'degrading' and 'dehumania'ng.' found in 

Buflets description of the potentiel obscene matenal, have been pointed to as a 

source of contention. The Attorney General of Canada and the  Attorney Generd 

of Manitoba both intervened in the Buf/ercase, and offered different definitions of 

the term degrading. The Attorney General of Canada stoted that degrading is "a 

word of common usage, requiring no additional qualifiers. It refers to the 

debasement of individuals deprived of their dignity and treoted as less thon 

equal"(Goiell 1997a:82). The Attorney General of Manitoba agreed with this 

definition, but then added that degroding also means "sexual praciices that most 

people would consider hurniliating"(Gotell 19970:83). As Lise Gotell argues, by 

attempting to show that the terms in the obscenity legislotion ore easily 

understood, they have in fact, shown that different definitions and interpretations 

are common. It is not clear what degrading means, or what sexual acts. or 

depictions thereof are degrading and therefore obscene. It seems very possible 

that a straight, male judge could find depictions of lesbian sex, for example. 

humiliating, and therefore, degrading, and obscene under the law. 

Obscenity legislotion ofter Butler continues to depend on the notion of 

community standards, as it did pre-But/e~ This seems to set the lowest degree of 

tolerance. The 'community' was defined in R.v.Brodie (1992) os the 'community' of 

the 'avercge' person. Because this is obviously subjective and hos been applied 



inconsistently, there was some attempt in Bufler to create a more specific 

definition. Judges ore to determine: 

AS best they con what the community would tolerate others being 
exposed to on the bosis of the degree of harm that rnay flow frorn 
such exposure. . . . rhere must bel a norm that will serve as an 
arbiter in deterrnining what amounts to an undue exploitation of sex. 
That arbiter is the community as a whole. (Buf/er in Cossman 
1 997b:88) 

The community refers to a national, ficiitious. homogenous group of people. It is 

clear, ihough, that there are many different communities. As Penimmon 

Blackbridge writes. "A look ut the walls of Drowlng fhe Line is enough to tell me 

that there are deep differences of interpretation within my community"(Kiss & Tell 

1994:78). Communities, such as lesbian, feminist or arts communities ore not 

considered specifically when the courts judge imagery that cornes out of these 

very communities. 

For artists, one crucial aspect of the obscenity legislotion is the defense of 

artistic merit. This defense was mode explicit in the case of Eli Langer. whose 

paintings were subjected io a forfeiture hearing on charges of obscenity under 

the child pornography law (Metcolfe 1997: Cossman 1997b). In order to establish 

ortistic merit, the court must "examine not simply the sincerity of the ortist's 

intentions, but also whether something of artistic value was in fact 

produced"(Cossman 1997b:90). Thus, it must not just be art, but goadart. While fhe 

artistic cornmunity con give evidence here. the final judgment is left, ogain, to 

community standards. Thus, the work has to first be found obscene, that is. 

something thot the community will not tolerate. Then. in order to prove that the 

work has artistic ment, is has be to approved of by the community. as art. 



One of the central difficulties of this is that artwork is often produced. as is 

the work of Kiss & Tell, Diana Thorneycroft. and Shonagh Adelrnan, to challenge 

dominant notions held by the community. As Frank Adario (Lawyer to Eli Langer's 

paintings) writes, "My personal view is that it's technically impossible to write a 

censorship low that can't be twisted or employed against expression that 

nobody meant to censor when the law was writfen"(Hurne 1995:013). Thus, while 

marginal ortistic expression is generally not considered io be the prime focus of 

obsceniiy legislation, it is frequently i ts  target. 

As Brenda Cossman points out in Censo~hP and the Arfs ( 1  995),  the 

artistic defense does not stop police from confiscating work or loying charges 

(55) .  The threat of this alone is enough to dissuade some ortists from creating 

work, or some galleries from showing work that is sexually explicit. Calgary artist 

Diona Sherlock says: "If institutions or individual artists feel like they're constantly 

going to be persecuted for putfing what they do out in public, their first reaction 

will be to suppress thatV(Johnson 1994:A2). For cultural producers. self-censorship 

creates an atmosphere of fear that limits the production of work. 

Foucault develops this notion of self-censorship in his writings on the 

Panopticon. The Panopticon is an architectural structure from the French 

revolution which was intended to prevent even the possibility of wrongdoing b y  

surrounding people with others who would police their acts, where soon even 

the thought of a disallowed act does not occur [Foucault 19803 53). A i  this point: 

there is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints. 
Just a gaze. A n  inspecting gaze, a gaze which eoch individual 
under its weight will end by interiorizing to the point that he is his 
own overseer. each individual thus exercising this surveillance over. 
and against, himself. ( 1980: 1 55) 



Foucault's Panopticon is a metophor for the controlling gaze in the present tirne. 

When the rules of obscenity are constantly held over artists and when sexual 

regulation is ever present, these soon become internalized and foreclose ony 

possibility of sincere exploration. Jearld Moldenhauer, former owner of Glad Day 

Books, thot censonhip forces artists to internolize a censonhip mentality 

(Plakidas 1994:2). This is a regulatoiy strategy on the part of the stote. The limits to 

the explicitness ollowed in artwork. under Canodian obscenity regulations are 

unclear and con only be tested in court. For artists who generolly have very little 

money, this is a nsk thot few are willing to take. 

Thus, for cultural producers. the Butler decision was largely seen as a failure. 

However. for many feminists it was celebrated as a victory. It was seen  as an 

instance where regulotion, in this case of obscene material, could benefit women. 

In the next section I will outline the position token by the Women's Legal Education 

and Action Fund (LEAF). os they were granted intervenor status at the Butleririal. 

LEAF INTERVENES IN BUTLER 

The Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) wos gronted intervenor 

stotus at ihe ButlerSuprerne Court challenge. They iniervened on the side of the 

government to uphold curent obscenity legislation. saying thot violent 

pornogrophy is not worih protection under the Chorfe~ LEAF used the equality 

provisions of the Charfer (s.15 and s.28) to orgue thot a reduction in violent 

pornography would consequently reduce the omount of harm done to women, 



and thus further women's equality. While they recognized that criminal prohibitions 

would not eliminate pornography. they felt that violent pornography mighi be 

reduced, and the harm dons to women as a result, therefore also reduced. They 

claimed to have rejected the notion of moral intolerance that was inherent in the 

consewative obscenity law. recognia'ng that this hod previously ollowed and 

encouraged the censorship of lesbian and gay imagery. 

LEAF saw the courts as a place to deliver cl message about women's 

equality. and pornography's negative contribution. They insist that using the courts 

is one possible arena in the struggle toward women's equality. Recognizing the 

potential to alter state discoune and practice, LEAF felt that the Butler ruling 

offered great potentiol for including a feminist understanding of violence against 

women in the law. 

In their submission. E A F  appeared to be relying on the potentiol objectivity 

of the law but the ambiguous nature of the wording makes it cleor thot one 

should not assurne the law will be read as was intended. "Law is a metanarrative 

that professes to be objective. to be able to distinguish true from false. and in this 

way legal knowledge, like scientific knowledge, is set aport and above other forms 

of knowledge" (Gotell l997:52). This discourse of low, then, pnvileges certain woys 

of speaking and marginalizes others. Theoretically and in practice law has 

frequently been proven unable to 'hear' these marginal voices for whot they are. 

They are unintelligible. As Andrew Payne indicates, law has not been able to 

read: 

the qualitative difference between images women produce for their 
mutual enjoyment and edification . . . and images produced by 
men of women for other men (images that not only oppropriote the 



affective experiences of women for 'fun and profit,' but also 
prevent, by reason of their hegemony. alternative representations of 
female desire). ( 1 994:46) 

Suson Lord has said that the femole voice has been marked os "non-sense" (Allen 

1994-955). It is nof heard. 

While the Butler niling has been used against lesbian and gay imagery. 

LEAF hoped that the use of equolity arguments would pave the way for the 

defense of this imogery2. As Penimmon Blackbndge of Kiss 8 Tell says. "A low 

based on equolity arguments could be turned around to protect the sexual self- 

expression of women and other morginolized groups" (Kiss & Tell 1 994:9 1 ). LEAF 

stoted that if opplied correctly, the obsceniiy law would curb violent pomogrophy 

undlessen the censorship of lesbian and gay materiol that wos previously banned 

based on idea of "moral indecency"(Busby 1994:177) but, in fact. the court failed 

to be explicit about lesbian and gay imagery. As Penimmon Blockbndge wriies. 

this neglect of lesbian imagery: 

leads to o law where whot is assurned to be true about men is by 
default ossumed to be true obout women. A Penthouse portrayol of 
a womon in bondage and a womon's portrayal of herself in 
bondage are seen os the same thing. There is no difference 
between a iired old view of the subordinated Other, and a 
vulneroble self-exploration. [Kiss 8 Tell 1 994:80) 

The court erased. or refused to see. the difference in coniext between these types 

of images. 

2 For a detaiied description of LEAF's position on this, see: Karen Busby. 1994. "LEAF and 
Pornography: Litigating on Equality and Sexual Representation." Canodiun lournal of 
Luw and Society Spring: 165-1 92. Busby indicutes that since But!er olmost no obscenity 
charges have been faid against heterosexual material, but Bad Attitude, a iesbian 
pornography magazine, was seited and Glad Day Bookshop (a lesbian and gay store) 
was convicted of selling obscene matenal. In another case Judge Hayes prohibited 
material destined for Glod Day and found the goy male moteriol degrading by its very 
nature ( 184- 187). 



To justify this censorship and other sexual regulation, the Canadian 

govemment and couds appear to have capitalized on the connection mode by 

radical feminists, such as those in LEAF, between mainstrearn male-created 

pornography and violence against women. lnstead of offenng real, long term 

solutions to the very serious problem of violence against women, we have seen 

words and images mode out to be the villain and criminalized (Morriot 1994:24!. 

The Conadion government. in keeping with its current neo-conservative agenda, 

has subsumed the 'problem' of pornogrophy into the cotegory of violence 

agoinst women in order to justify a law and order agenda. "Authonty Lis] 

manifested through the simultoneous excitation of sexual onxiety and the 

provision of defense against it"(Beavis 199632). A climote of fear is used to justify 

this silencing of sexual speech, and sexuality has been re-constructed as 

dongerous: therefore assertions of sexual pleosure are seen os unintelligible (Gotell 

1997a51). 

Obscenity legislotion appears to be something foiriy simple for politicions to 

accept and is perhops more eosily achieved thon univenal daycore or 

employment equity, for instance, because it is olready present in a useable form, 

and becouse ii costs liitle or nothing. This ollows the government to appear 

responsive to feminist demands without moking ony fundamental change. The 

state, while appeanng to respond to the demands of feminists and other activist 

groups may, in foct. be reinforcing its potriorchal, copitolist base. As Nadine 

Strossen writes: 

The fundamental premise in the pro-censorship feminists' philosophy 
- thot our entire societal and legal system is pattiarchal, reflecting 
and perpetuating the subordination of women - itself conclusively 



refutes their conclusion that we should 
additional power. ( 1 99521 7) 

Strossen recommends that we make use of the 

hand over to the system 

laws that are already in place to 

deal with sexual assault, rape. breach of contract, and any other crime that is 

committed against a womon involveci in the creation of pornography, rather thon 

try to alter or increase obscenity legislation. 

Obscenity laws assume that issues dealing with sexuolity have special 

requiremenfs. For example, the vnequal treatment of women in educational 

institutions would be challenged through affirmative action programs, 

educational compoigns, sexual horassrnent policies and the like. Eliminoting the 

educational institution would not be considered. With sexuolly explicit imagery 

then, why do we consider eliminating the imagery? To make sexually explicit 

imagery thot explores women's sexual pleosure in a equal monner is potentiolly 

accomplished by the use of laws other than obscenity laws. Women who work in 

sex industries or creating sexually explicit arhvork deserve to be treated well in their 

workploce. os do al1 women. This con be accomplished through the use of laws 

prohibiting assault, sexual assoult and sexual harassrnent as well as labour codes 

making mandatory certain levels of pay and working conditions. The solution need 

not be the elirninotion of al1 sexual imagery. For many artists and anii-censorship 

activists. obscenity legislation only reduces the possibilities of creoting alternote 

images. 



RADICAL FEMINISM AND SEXUALITY 

In their arguments a i  fhe Butfer trial, LEAF embodies the feminisi onti- 

pornogrophy position. Male-created heterosexuol pomography is interpreted as 

violence ogainst women. The regulation of sexuolity and sexuolly explicit images 

by the state is seen as necessary in order to eliminate violence against women. 

In many ways, contemporary anti-pornography feminism parallels earlier 

social purity movements. as Margaret Hunt points out. Although I feel that Hunt is 

incorrect in her assertion that most contemporary anti-pomogrophy ferninisis have 

a singular focus on the erodicoiion of oll sexuol imogery, she does make an 

interesting cornpanson. She writes that social purily in the post and anti- 

pornography feminism in the present both hold that sexuality is problematic and 

needs to be controlled, otherwise it will couse harm. Some kinds of sex are seen as 

acceptable and others ore not. In ihe case of turn-of-the-ceniury social purity, the 

sexualities of the workinç class and people of colour were looked upon with 

suspicion by middle class reformes (Hunt 1990:25). Currently, male sexuality and 

s/m sexualities are seen as dangerous by some radical feminists. 

Carol Smart writes of the suspicion felt toward the possibiliiy of ferninisi 

heterosexuality: 

The problem of heterosexuality was redefined in terms of the 
undesirobility of having sex with men at 011, rather thon in terms of 
how to demand better sex from/with men. This rneant that the focus 
shified from reconstnicting heterosexuality to ovoiding heterosex. 
( 1  996: 229) 



She writes of this in terms of feminist guilt, which has a powerful effect on discussion 

about sexuality, resulting in feminists feeling that they have to position themselves 

far away from discussions about sex (Smort 1996:231). Because sex is so colonized 

by patriarchy and women are so often represented only in sexual terms, some 

feminists have felt the need to "position themselves as for from sex as 

possiblel'(Fernandez 199 1 :35). This tegacy of anti-sex feminism provides a 

backdrop for the curent discussions of feminist sexual representation, and at times 

these ideas coincide with those of the state, as in Butler. 

The artists discussed here refuse to locate themselves away from sexuality. 

They tackle these issues head-on, despite the fact that a separafion from 

patriorchol sexuoliiy is not always simple or cleor. Laura Marks reads Shonagh 

Adelman's work Te/e Domo as suffused with patriarchal conceptions of female 

sexuality: "The phone sex monologues. with their recurring images of spanking, 

rape and sluts asking for it, were onother reminder of how sexuality is already 

written for us"(1994:94). She locates the images of sexuality within the language 

men created to speok of sex, but then goes on to say ihot "whot mode the 

monologue erotic was the slow realization that these were, for the most part, 

amoieur phone-sex performers (Adelmon's friends, in faci) "( 1 994:94). Rother thon 

the voices being those of anonymous women performing in an unidentified 

context, these were women with whom Adeiman had a relationship. 

Rother than positioning herseif for from the male-centred language of sex 

os radical feminists might, Adelman uses this languoge to make the viewer/listener 

question the nature of her deske and the constnictedness of this sexuality. As 



Annette Hurtig wntes. we rnusf 

images are always and already 

refuse to "conced[e] to the notion that erotic 

heterosexual and potriorchal . . ."(Hurtig 1994:7). 

They con also be lesbian ond/or feminist. 

Similariy, we must also refuse to undentand the gaze - how we look at 

images and the power embodied by that look - as always heterosexual and 

patriarchal. In doing so, we would be closing down t h e  possibility of a female 

desiring look. It is this topic thot I now turn to, in a discussion of the gaze and the 

role thoi is plays in the regvlation of sexually explicit imagery. 

THE REGULATION OF THE GAZE 

Eorlier, I discussed Foucault's Panopticon, and the notion of the controlling 

gaze. The gaze has atso been theorized in a number of different ways. Laura 

Muivey, in "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" ( 1  989). uses psychoonalytic 

theory to investigate the scopophific instinct in narrative cinema. Male-creoted 

images of women. particularly the n u d e ,  embody what Mulvey has called "to- 

be-looked-ai-ness"(19). They represent a male fantasy of femole sexuolity and 

perpetuate stereotypes of women os objects. While Mulvey is referring 

specifically to Hollywood narrative film, her interpretations have been transferred 

to mony other forms of visual representation. such as odvertising, painting and 

photography. She indicates that cinematic visual codes have structured into 

them the "octwal image of woman as (passive) raw material for the (active) 

gaze of man"(l9). Referring to psychoonolytic theory, she indicates that 



"women 

fetishistic 

in representation con signify castration, and octivate voyeuristic or 

mechanisms to circumvent this threotW(25). In this analysis. there are few 

roles available to the female viewer; thus, the gaze octs os regulation by 

foreclosing on the possibilities available to women in visual representation. A 

femole viewer con either identify with the one being looked ai. or toke on mole 

identification os ihe viewer or active mole within the image. 

David Garneau. in a reading of the work of Diana Thomeycroft, uses 

ferninist theories of the gaze to assert that: 

the femole nude is already an overdetermined site. The erotics of 
the male gaze has so penetroted the genre that it is rare for any 
photograph of an uncloihed womon, however mosked, to escape 
being contained withiri the visual history of femole nudes of the 
objectified site os visualized, heterosexual. male desire. ( 1  992-92: 45) 

Readings such os this close down the possibility for female centred discussions of 

sexuality, and the possibilities of the female desiring gaze. While o reading of the 

female nude must be considered within the history of patriarchy, room hos to be 

left to consider femole ogency. Diana Thorneycroft and Kiss & Tell, for example, 

when represeniing the nude fernale, are represeniing fhernselves nude. They 

avoid the powe: differences inherent in the iradiiional female model/mole artist 

situation. 

Diana Thorneycroft. in a quite humorous talk given os part of Fernale 

Irnagh~ry (1994-95) at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre in Kingston. Ontario, 

stniggles with the notion of the male gaze and its constraining potential: 

The most chailenging problem for me os I began to understand how 
politicolly incorrect it was to take nude pictures of myself, was how 
fhen could I be a visual subject without giving up my own sense of 
self? So 1 osked myself. if I didn't want to be colluding with Playboy: 
how could I disrupi that big bad wolf known as the Male Gaze? How 



could I deconstruct the symbolic order of patriarchy and wash my 
hair at the same time? (Allen 1 994-9523) 

Thorneycroft cornes up with the strategy of using unexpected props within her 

images. For example, she uses a fake plastic penis, not erect but flaccid. By 

diswpting the standard of male-created pornogrophy (O man with an erect penis 

and a voluptuous womon), she creates evidence of her own ogency, her own 

questioning of the regulatoty powers of the gaze. She is in charge of the image, is 

not just there for the pleasure of the male viewer. She makes the viewer aware 

that she is aware of the potential of the gaze, but thot she is noi ooing to let it limit 

her expiorations. As she says, "This is important work. I'm not ashamed of 

thisl'(Enright 1996:27). She will not let the charge thot she is colluding wiih the male- 

gaze and male-created pornography deter her from this exploration. 

Kiss & Tell, in Sekure Sfory(1997). reproduce the Canada Customs form that 

accompanied ihe confiscation of five of their images being returned from an 

exhibition in the United States. Juxtaposed with ihis fom, they reproduce a 

confiscated image, which is an image from Dfuwhg the Llne showing a scene of 

bondage. Bringing to the fore both the power of the gaze and the official state 

regulatory powers, Kiss & Tell write: 

we didn't get our pidures bock. are you kidding? Go down to 
customs and orgue with men who have already looked at her 
naked body ond called it obscene? No way. Take the loss. 
( 1 99 7:83) 

The gaze and the state power of the mole customs agent con observe and 

label. and thus control images of sexualiiy. In a powerful act of resistance, 

though, Kiss & Tell take the image that has been labeled obscene and 



reproduce it, drawing attention to the issue of regulotion, and the control 

exerted over our sexualities by the state and by individual men. As with Diana 

Thorneycroft. Kiss & Tell shows that they con and will resist through their artwork. 

While ii is perhaps easy to see the regulatory role played by the state in 

obscenity legislation, for example, it is somewhot more difficult to see sexuaiity 

itself as a means of regulation. Foucault odvonces the theory thot regulation, 

management, and surveillance, much more so thon oppression or repression, 

have characterized the (western) history of sexuolity since the seventeenth 

century. Sexuolity has been put into a multitude of discounes (such as scientific, 

medical and legal) rather than not spoken of at dl. Biddy Martin indicotes that in 

our society sexuality h a  been used os a "particularly privileged meons of 

goining occess to . . . the individual and the social bodies, os a way of 'policing' 

society through the procedures of normalizotion rather than prohibition" ( 1 988:8). 

Thus, for exomple, while the obscenity legislotion discussed in the firsi section of 

this chapter is in many ways a prohibition of sexual material, it is also used as a 

means of creating and reguloting the kinds of sexualities that are produced and 

experienced. 

Sexuol representoiions reflect identities but also help constnict them. 

Building on Foucault's construction of power. Judith Butler writes: 

Within the terms of productive power, regulation and control work 
though the discursive articulation of identifies. But these discursive 
orticulotions effect certain exclusioris and erasures; oppression works 



not merely though the mechanism of regulation and production but 
by foreclosing on the very possibility of articulation. ( 1  992:354) 

Thus, certain ngid categones of identity are conceived of, orficulated and 

acknowledged. For exornple. Karen Miranda Augustine indicates that the sexual 

identity of women of colour has been constructed as a ngid category in 

opposition io that  of white women. The sexuality of white women has been 

constructed as  pure and passive, leaving the sexuality of women of colour io be 

"closely identified with illicit sex"(Augustine 1994:25). Thus. the imposition of specific 

categories that require us to live in certain ways. or that impose certain 

expecf ations on us is a form of regulation. 

Shonogh Adelman's Tele Donna confuses sexual categones ossociated 

with white women. The images of white women. taken from various historical 

sources. combined with the explicit phone-sex monologues, undermine this 

association of white women's sexuality with purity and possivity. It "throws into 

chaos the long-standing association of (white) middle-class femininify with 

moral/sexual virtuet'(Ross 1994: 1 1 ) . 

Refusing these associations and the creation of binary oppositions is one 

strategy that con be used to fight a potnarchol racist culture (Ross 1 994:33). AS 

Carl Siychin indicates. though, dissolving oppressive categories will not in and of 

itself end oppression. Structural inequalities will still exist os "social categories still 

have material reality in people's Iives" (Stychin 1995: 143). Political action is 

necessory to work toward an end to these inequalities, and 1 would argue that the 

creotion of images of c variety of sexualities is part of this political action. 



Much of our knowledge of lesbian and goy sexuality cornes from the desire 

to "clossify, police, and regulate"(Kinsmon 1987:28) the lives of lesbians and goy 

men. Judith Butler, in wnting about discourses on AIDS, indicotes that the 

homosexual body is always already constructed as paihological. Therefore, any 

disease that homosexuals rnay get is conflated with the disease that they already 

ore (Butler 1992357). This can be parolleled with female/lesbian sexualiiy which is 

constructed as obscene, therefore representations of female/lesbian sexuality 

[even fhat constructed by women and lesbians) is always akeady obscene. 

Strungely, though. if lesbian sexuality is considered obscene, it is at the some time 

invisible: "One might as& whether lesbian sexuoliiy even qualifies a s  sex within 

hegemonic public discourse. 'What is it that they do' rnight be reod as 'Con we 

be sure thot they do onything at all?"'(Butler 1992:346). The creation of artwork by  

and about female/feminist sexuolity plays a foie in the struggle toward a more 

equitable lived female/fsminist sexuality. It makes visible the possibilities open to 

women and challenges the limits that have been imposed upon us. 

CONCLUSION 

In essence then, what many cultural producers are aiming for is the 

problemaiization of the 'normal' and the envisioning of new possibilities. They ore 

looking at how our sexualities are constructed. the categories that we are required 

to fit our bodies and our practices into, and how we can value experïences and 



identities that do not necessarily fit into the rigid categories that we have been 

handed. 

The creation of artwork allows the artists discussed here to actively resist the 

curent state of sexual regulation ond create alternative possibilities. As Corl 

Stychin writes, "if ihe formation of an identity is a product of discourse. then free 

access to the discursive space provides the means by which new politico! 

subjectivities can arise"(1995:27). Art is one such discursive space that con be 

taken advantage of in order to further understandings and explorations of one's 

identity. 



CHAPTER 4 

INTERROGATING DISCOURSES OF IDENTITY 

INTRODUCTION 

In Unfifled /Twh] [Illustration 161 1993. Diana Thorneycroft explores the construction 

and expenence of sexuol identity. The two images that make up this piece play 

with sexuol signifien in a way thot has the power to provoke in the viewer mixed 

feelings of desire and confusion. The fnst image shows Thorneycroft naked, facing 

off to the right of the image. one hand raised above her head. the other by her 

side. She is surrounded by flowen. branches and other, unidentifiable, objects. The 

lighf and shadow reveals her figure: her breasts are illuminated as is on object 

placed over her pubic area (the head of a snake?). The sex in this first image is 

somewhat arnbiguous. but perhaps would be read as fernale. In the second 

image Thorneycroff poses herself in a similor manner. but her breasts appear flatter 

because of the shadow. and a (plastic) penis is seen between her legs. 

The two images in Untited fTwIn,/ reveal a concern with whot Diana 

Thorneycroft has called our inherent bisexuolity (Enright 1996:25). The viewer con 

explore images that are not clearly 'sexed.' In our response to these images we 

con question our desire. Do we desire one and not the other? Do we desire both? 

Do we desire them differently? These are the questions that are at the centre of 

my discussion of the artwork under consideration here. I question the role that this 

artwork con play in interrogating various moinsiream discounes of sexuality, and 



the strategies that the artists use to facilitate this. For instance, when Thorneycroff 

poses herself with a fake plastic penis in an ottempi to undermine and 

deconstruct dominant images of sexualiiy, this is a conscious strategy: 

W h a t  if I tried subveriing it [the symbolic order of patnarchy] by 
putting on my boyish-looking female body the last thing most 
consumers of pornography would expect? Whot if I got myself o 
penis, and wore if exactly where men Wear theirs? (Allen 1995: 23) 

Thorneycroft wants the viewer to question her reading, and to be surpriseci by  the 

unexpected use of the foke penis. Thomeycroft refers to moinstream pornography 

in the use of the nude femole body but subveris this by conirolling the image 

henelf: the nude body is herbody. By putting a penis on this body, Thorneycroft 

upsets one discoune of sexuolity: moinstream pornography. 

The issues of regulation discussed in the previous chapter can be seen as 

not necessarily exclusively hindering constructions of identity, but rather as playing 

a role in this process- ldentities are formed in concert, as well os in opposition, to 

societal structures and regulations. As Himani Bonnerji writes: "while I am lecturing 

on 'bodies' in histov, in social organization and spaces, constwcted by the gaze 

of power. I am actuolly projecting my own body forward through my words. I am 

in/scribing rather thon erasing it" (Bannerji 1 995: 10 1-2). Artwork can help construct 

the context within which we put forth our bodies and identities - asserting them, 

not erasing them. Sexually explicit images have the ability to shift discourses of 

identity. Thus, in this chapter I will discuss theories of representation and identity in 

relation to the work of Kiss & Tell. Adelmon and Thorneycroft. and the potential 

interventions into discourses of identity encouraged by the work. 



I am concemed with the potenfial of visual representations to influence our 

desires, but also as a place to work oyt the desires that we have that are not 

represented in a widespread manner. I am concerned with how images are used 

in the process of coming to our sexual identities, which is a continual process, nof 

a singular 'coming out', but rather a continuous way of exploring who we ore and 

who we are becoming. it is also a way of showing others what is possible. 

When 1 saw Druwng fhe Line ut the Saw Gallery in Ottawa in 1992, 1 was 

studying ot the Ontario College of Art and was beginning to use my own ortwork 

to deal with issues of my identity. I was collaborating with other women on projects 

that explored who we were as women, and the relationships that we had with 

each other. I have continued to use my own ortwork as a site of exploration of my 

own sexual identity, and now want to consider the artwork discussed here for this 

same struggle. 1 argue that sexually explicit imagery is useful for this purpose, not 

just for me, not just for individuals, but on a larger scale: ortwork con disrupt 

mainstream discourses of idenfity. It con make us look at and think differently 

about the identities thot are ovailable to us and for us, and how we might 

experience sexuality in woys that are no: prescnbed for us by the mainstrearn. The 

images from Kiss & Tell's Drawing the Line have special meaning for me because 

they are omong the first images I saw os I begon to think of this thing cailed sexual 

identity. when it become a question for me, rather thon a given. 

Kiss & Tell's Drawhg the Line shows a range of different sexual practices. 

Combined with the wnting on the walls by the viewen of the exhibition. these 

images suggest that identities ore vaned or ambiguous. The viewer is shown many 
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possibilities of desire, olthough there ore only two models. Indeed, becouse there 

ore only two models, it becomes clear that the same wornan cari have different 

desires ot different times. We are shown thot there is not one thing called 

'woman,' not one thing calied 'lesbian.' Static identities ore called into question. 

In Dmwfig the Lhe, we see two women perform different sexual acts and realize 

that there are a multitude of desires possible. 

Central to my discussion is the importance of recognizing femole/queer 

agency. I recognize that identity is always a 'becoming' but also that it is o 

becoming which is not totally out of our control. As Shonogh Adelrnan wntes: 

It's not a question of eiiher/or onymore. It's possible to acknowledge 
that we've al1 been socialized in certain ways without eliminoting 
agency. It doesn't mean we're passive recipients of some 
predetermined social and symbolic system. (Andreoe 19940: 19) 

W e  con challenge the systern- To a certain extent, we can choose how to act out 

our identity. As Carol Smart indicotes, this focus on fernale agency is not only 

necessary to the recognition of lesbian identities, but is also a vital part of the 

destobilizotion of heterosexual identity (Smart 1996:238) which is premised on 

women's subordination. 

The ortists being considered here use o number of different strategies in the 

creation of their work and the exploration of sexual identity. The fint strategy that I 

will discuss is the use of. or reference to, dominant imagery such as thof found in 

mainstream pornography or advertising. Following this, I will discuss the use of 

performance within the artwork and the possibilities thot this allows in offering the 

viewer a different understanding of sexuol identity. I will olso discuss the method of 



working collaboratively which is employed by each artist at different times. Thus, 

these straiegies taken together allow a political reconsiderotion of sexual identify. 

DECONSTRUCTING DOMINANT IMAGES 

Almosi any image of a nude woman or of women having sex will be compared to 

mainstream images because that is where mony of us fnst experienced images of 

women's bodies and sexvolity: if not from P/oyboy. then pehaps from 

Cosmopofifun. ln using these references, the ortists are taking o familiar starting 

point but then. through a variety of toctics, the image is mode unfamiliar. Through 

this deconstruction, and subsequent reconstrwction. Kiss & Tell. Shonagh Adelmon, 

and Diana Thorneycroft bring into question the ossumed naturainess of 'normal' 

sexual identifies. and question the discourses ihat uphold them. 

Diona Thorneycroft, Shonagh Adelman and Kiss & Tell problemetize what 

appears lo be 'normal' in terms of sexual imogery, and envision new possibilities. 

They are not merely reproducing images that we see everydoy on billboards and 

in movies, images that generally depict a thin, Young. white woman. When these 

images depict sexuality. it is an unambiguous heterosexuality.' The artists are, 

rother. referring to these images and asking: whai ofher expenences of sexuality 

are there? How con we understand the ambiguity of sexual identity? They are 

1 For more on this. see for example: Susan Bordo. 1993. Unbeamble Weight: FeminIjm. 
Western Cu/ture, and the Body. Berkeley: University of California Press; or Dawn Cume and 
Volerie Raoul. 1992. Anotomy of Gender: Wumen's Sfn/gg/e for the Body. Ottawa: 
Carleton University Press. 



creating images thot allow viewen more possibilifies in identifying their own 

sexuality . 

Shonogh Adelman makes the most specific reference to mainstreom 

pomography. In Tele Donno and Skndeep, she appropriates images from 

mainstreom pomography and uses them directly in her work to convey the 

ambiguity of sexual ideniity. In Skindeep, for example. images token from 

mainstreom pornography juxtaposed with text ccnfuse the nature of desire 

spoken of within the image. and the identity of the viewer and the viewed. 

"lndeed, rather thon conjuring a notion of a twe, fixed or stable lesbian identity - 

or any identity for thot motter - the images in Skndeep invoke a polymorphous 

diversity of desire" (Ross 1 994: 10). 

in Mastbark[Illustration 91 the image of a masturboting woman. cropped at 

the neck and black-stockinged thighs, is placed over the texture of bark. The text 

running across the image reads: Don't you fhink you've wuited long enough? 

Moybe the nghf time wlï/ never corne. Closhg your eyes won? moke ony 

d'ference. As Becki Ross indicates, this: 

self-pleasing female body . . . ployfully draws on the nineteenth 
century sexological pothologization of masturbation (os. for 
insiance, one cause of the 'disease of lesbianism'), only to invert this 
association - replacing disease with on image of fleshy, sexualized 
vitality. (Ross 1 994:lO) 

The text con be read as encouraging the female viewer to take control of her 

own sexuality. not to wait ony longer. The historical constraints on wornen's 

autonomous sexuality, ihough, are acknowledged. The legitimacy of a woman 



pleosing herself sexually is recognized. Adelmon appropriates existing imagery, 

but makes the rneaning different. 

Varda Burstyn suggests that women might be attrocted to pornography 

due to its ononymity: the obility to have sex without confronting the "oppressive 

nexus of social relations in which lived sexuality takes place, including hanh 

judgment of vonous stnpes"(19850:12). Artisi Eliza Gfiffiths speaks of this enjoyment 

of pornography os an unresolved conflict that she hcs: "the enjoyment of certain 

potnarchal cornrnodities and culture, even though you have a critical 

distance"(Allen 1995: 15). It is this play between enjoyment and critical distance 

that Adelman makes use of. It is port porody of mainstreom pornogrophic images, 

part exploration of the desire created by thern. 

Corl Stychin suggests that through ihis use of dominant discourse "in 

subversive fashion. new identities are shoped - swbjectivities that emerge in an 

oppositional reiationship to the universal"(l995:22). This is in part Adelman's 

project. Not assuming a fixed meaning to the images. the viewer is allowed room 

for a counter-reading. What is already known about on image connot be 

completely dislodged by an artist's reconception of ii. Adelman's work with these 

particulor images bnngs new meaning io them, although t h e s e  ore reliant on the 

old meanings. Identities and desires emerge and are upset through interaction 

between the desires of the viewer, the concepts of identity understood by  the 

viewer. and the whot is known of the previous meanings of the images. 

In both Drowhg the Lhe and Tme /nvenl;ons, Kiss & Tell make reference io 

images from popular culture. As Lisa Robertson wriies: 



They showed no compunction in invading o technique, teosing it out 
and claiming it. Rother thon stigmatizing the many genres of the 
popular media, they took them on, occupied them, used them to 
construct images of sexuality and lesbian identity that could answer 
their own experiences. (1  993:37) 

Kiss & Tell appropriate images fomiliar to us from adveriising and pomography. 

such as costumes of black lace underwear and garier belts. in order to 

encourage a discussion around sexuality and identity. For instance. one image 

from Drawing the Line shows Persimmon Blockbridge naked and handcuffed and 

Lizard Jones weonng block lace and chains. holding o whip [Illustration 51. Viewen 

comments on this image included: "1 like tying girls up, but why use men's 

magazine clothing?" (Kiss & Tell 1 99 1 :n.p.) . Another image shows Lizard Jones 

weanng a dress pulled down to her waist and a diamond necklace with 

Penimmon Blackbridge wearing a block leather jocket. An exchange from 

Melbourne, Australia reads: 

Boy sex. 
Why boy sex? Whot 9 diummds and dresses go f fo do with boys? 
Even if men have these fantasies. can't they be ours ioo? Must we 
forsake everything fhat is even remotely connected to men? 
(Kiss & Tell 1 99 1 :n.p.) 

Another discussion, from San Francisco reads: 

This touches me most intensely because it looks like my experience 
of real live lesbian sex. It is also the hardest to look at. 
Looks hke s fraigh f women In pom fi/m$ 
(Kiss & Tell 1 991 :n.p.) 

Clearly, ii is not olways easy to distinguish between what looks like mole-created 

pornography and what is created by women. viewers will interpret images 

differently. Using props and scenes thai con be connected with mainstrearn 

heierosexual pornogrophy and putting them in a context of art and lesbion 



sexualiiy. Kiss & Tell encourage a discussion about the nature and ombiguiiy of 

sexual desires and representations of these desires und practices.2 

In Tme hversions, there are scenes of s man sucking a strapon dildo worn 

by o woman. and of anal penetration involving two women. Questions arise about 

the identity of the participants in these acts, and how ouf identities relate to the 

acts that we perform. Because penetration is involved in the second scenario and 

a man and a woman in the fini, these acts confuse the line between heterosexual 

and homosexual acts and possibly identities. 

Carol Smort writes of the value of not ossuming an action links one to an 

identity, such as the idea that penetration is heterosexuol: 

Wrenching penetration out of a heterosexual matrix of meanings 
depnves it of its syrnbolic power. Just os the recognition that a penis 
is not a phallus is vital to the demystification of men's power, so the 
recognition that men's bodies are penetrable, and not only by  men. 
is equally significant. ( 1  996236) 

She considen the coding of acts as ambivalent rather thon associating ihem with 

specific identifies. This disrupts the dominant cotegories thai exist in our culture 

and allows for alternative readings or understandings of identity. 

Diana Thorneycroft. in very personal and vulneroble images. explores a 

sexuolity that is different from tha i  most often displayed in the moinstream. Much 

of the power of her images "lies in their obility to destabilize the sexual identity of 

the viewer by provoking unacceptable desire" (Allen 1 994-95: 1 4). By confusing 

signifie6 of sexual identity. and using at times props such as fake plastic breasts 

and a penis, Thorneycroft allows the viewer to question her own desire and 

2 while a 'lesbian context' is indeed hard to define, this exhibifion is advertised as one of 
images of lesbian sexuality. and as such, attracts a mainly lesbian or feminist audience. 



identity. She uses the symbols of mainstream heterosexuol pomography. such as 

large breosts, but tums them oround to make them mean something different. For 

instance. in Unfifiecl /FM Enides] [Illustration 141 she uses mole models with fake 

breosts. She had three male friends pose naked outdoors, all three weonng masks 

of her face above their open mouths, and with fish jows strapped to !heir thighs. 

For Thorneycroft, the creation of ihis image woi almost iemfying. She says that  "the 

idea of taking three men into the woods and ordering them to stnp . . . . Thot's a 

pretty powerful thing" (Evereit-Green l996:EZ). Indeed, it is a powerful reversal of a 

woman's nightmare. While this image has a seductive quality to it in the depth of 

light and shadow and in the ploying with sexual props, it also hos a quality of fear 

and power that Thorneycroft ploys with. Again, here is the ambiguity of our desire. 

Are we seduced by the male model or by the symbol of the female: the breasts? 

Or, with this image, ore we seduced by the power of the woman in control of the 

sexual situation? 

Similarly, in her references to the vagino, Thomeycroft reveols the ambiguity 

of representotions in our culture. The vagina is at once both taboo and ubiauitous 

(Allen 1995:13). For instance. it ploys a central role in mainstream pomography 

directed ot men. but can not be mentioned in tampon advertisernents directed 

ai  women. Thorneycroft challenges us to reconsider our relationship to 

representations of vagino. How to reconsider a desiring of ihe vagino when the 

only readily availoble images ore created by and for men? How to assert one's 

sexual identity as a woman. when representotions of the vagino for women are 

toboo? In Untifled [Mafmska Do/v [Illustration 171, Thorneycroft is surrounded by 



plastic dolls, Russian stacking dolls and other objects. Her face. refemng to o 

photogroph by Alfred Stieglitz (Enright 1996:32) is covered in block lace. In this 

photograph. her left hond is on her vagina. The lace head covenng seerns to refer 

to a certain romanticism, or perhaps piousness, but ihe hond on the vagino infuses 

the image with sexuality. Thomeycroft is disploying control of her own sexuoliiy, 

assefling herself os o woman with sexual agency. Rather thon being caught in 

one static identity, Thorneycroft is exploring the malleability, the changingness of 

identity. She has "questioned the construction of self and [has] asked for a re- 

examinotion of the way we 'become'"(Thorneycroft n d ] .  

Our bodies and our identities are constnicted and undentood ihrough the 

lens of the culture within which we live. Any interventions fhat we might hope to 

moke will also occur within this context. As Himani Bonneji writes: 

The questioning and reconstructing of identities hos to toke place in 
the context of hegemonic history - and involves situoting :hem within 
their particular social, cultural and ideological relations and forms. 
( 1 995:28) 

The entire language with which we discuss and undentand issues of sexuolify and 

identity cornes from the hegemonic culture, but this does not mean that there is 

no roorn for intewention. Within the artwork discussed here. it becornes clear that 

one of the strategies that can be used to explore this dilemma is the use of 

hegemonic signs and symbols to express something difierent from their original 

intention. These signs and symbols have been appropriated, deconstnicted and 

re-deployed in a poliiicol manner in order to undermine standard, previously 

understood meanings. 



PERFORMANCE 

If identify is something that is not staiic: if it is something that we are always 

becoming, mther thon being. then it is very mwch a performance. As Jedith Butler 

suggests: 

How and where 1 play at being [a lesbian] is the way in which that 
'being' gets esiablished, instituted. circulated, and confirmed. . . . 
[I]t is through the repeafed play of this sexuolity that the '1' is 
insistently reconstituted as a lesbian '1'; porodoxically, it is precisely 
the repetition of that play that estoblishes as well the instability of 
the very category that it constitutes. ( 1  991 :18j 

The recognition of identity as always chonging both creates an identity and ot the 

same time denies that very identity ony stability. Butler wn'tes of gender being 

constructeci through a constant repetition. and the possibilities for subversion 

which inhere in this repetition. Sexual identity is construcied in similar terms and this 

notion of performance is explored by these artists. Aspects of identity ore 

repeated through conscious performance and at the same time, questioned and 

undermined. By modifying the repeiition. by repeating sexuality diffeenf/~ these 

ariists intervene in the construction and undersionding of sexual identity. 

in Shonagh Adelman's Tele Donno, the phone sex iapes ore 

performances that blur the line between performance and ihe 'real'. These 

topes were mostly recorded by  Shonagh Adelman's friends, some of whom 

brought sex toys with them. and got turned on in the making of these topes 

{Wright 1994:45). One says: "1 love girl chicken! Oh yeoh, 1 got my dildo and rny 

dildo's on my dit . . . lt's moking me shoke"(Marks 1994:94). Muffled giggles con 

be heard on the tape. As Laura U. Marks writes: 



Their suppressed laughter and genuine arousal frayed the edges of 
the porn vocabulary, suggesting thot there is indeed o desire just 
on the fringe of representotion . . . I got the feeling thot the tropes 
of male heterosexuol porn were being pushed to represent 
something quite different. ( 1  994:94). 

These women are performing something sexual. based perhops on a 

mainstream pornographie model. but pushing to be something different, 

sornefhing which explores their own pleasure, 

As with Kiss & Tell's 77ue Inversions the question can be asked: what makes 

sex real? Can sex be rêal if it is made for the purpose of art? As one viewer of 

Druwing the Lhe wrote: " 1  feel ripped off - why didn't you show real lovefi - this is 

fake sex, fake tendemess, fake love" (Kiss 8 Tell 1 W4:48). But Lizord Jones osks: 

What about the sex you have with someone you should have 
broken up with months ogo? 1s it only reai sex if if's good? Is it only 
real sex if you come. if you touch her cunt? If you say 1 love you? If 
no one's wotching? If it's a spontaneous expression of love? ( Kiss & 
Tell 1994:48) 

These works reveal discrepancies in ouf definitions of sex and encourage the 

questioning of set notions of what constitutes sex. The use of performance, with 

its proximity to 'real action' is useful for this, because of this very closeness. The 

line between the 'real' and the 'performance' is an unclear one. In these 

performances sexuality and sexual practice are repeated over and over, 

performed iar the viewer. 

In both Drawhg the Line and Tme lnveniuns, Kiss & Tell ore performing For 

the camera or for a live audience. For example, when Lizard Jones and 

Penimmon Blackbndge ore photographed in poses of s/m sex. they are irying on 

an identity and letting the viewer react to, and explore this identity with thern. 



Similariy, when a man is involved in sex scenes in Tme lnve~ions, other identities ore 

explored. Is this still defined as lesbian identity or is it other? Bisexual or 

heterosexual? This is left to the viewer to decide. 

The creation of Diana Thorneycroft's photographs are performances. She 

performs with a hand-held floshlight in front of the open shuf-ter of her cornera. 

Unfifed (Snore) [Illustration 151. has also been presented as a performance in 

front of an audience. and a s  a video. In ihis piece. Thorneycroft poses herself 

naked and bound. While this piece was originally conceived of as a mernorial 

for a rabbit she killed as a child (Enright 1996:24). given Thorneycroft's concern 

with sexuality and identity, I feel thot it can also be read as a questioning of 

these issues. As Robert Ennght writes of Thorneycroft's work: 

The effect of these shifts of identity and gender is extraordinary: as a 
viewer. you're never quiie sure what it is you're reacting to - an act 
of theatrical posturing, a condition of confused sexuality, a 
deforrning shift in identity. ( 1 990: 69) 

Diana Thorneycrofi explores different sexual and gender identities, acknowledging 

for the viewer thot none of these are stoiic. Jeffrey Weeks asks of sexual identity: 

"1s it a mare . . . or o delusion. a cage . . . or on opportunity?"(Weeks 1987:32, 

ellipses in original). Thorneycroft is asking these same questions. S he explores how 

identities con be restrictive but also where they con give us power. 

Our identities are continually being made through performance and we 

are constantly acting out who we ore. These images play a role in that process. 

They ore a way of further explorhg identities by acting them out. Identities ore 

intelligible through this repetition. They are not completely pre-determined but also 

not totally arbitrary. What is 'naturel' is revealed to be a performance. As Butler 



writes: "ln a sense, oll signification takes place within the orbit of the compulsion 

to repeat; 'agency' then, is to be located within the possibility of a variation on 

that repetitionV( 1990: 145). Shonagh Adelman, Kiss & Tell. and Diana Thomeycroft 

offer us a variation on this repetition in their artwork. For the viewer, though, this 

work provides a space where they con experience the subversive repetition of 

sexuality, 

THE USE OF COLLABORATION 

Working as a collective eliminates some of the hierarchies inherent in the 

traditional relationship between artist and model. While Susan Stewart 

photogrophs in Drowing the Line, she, Blackbridge and Jones together corne up 

with the ideas behind the images. In other work, such as their book, Her Tungue 

on My Theory. and the performance Tfue /nvefsions, a collaborative effort is also 

evident. These pieces have been created by the three artists of Kiss 8 Tell, and in 

the case of True /nvers/'om, with other friends and colleagues. as well. This piece 

in particulor makes clear the constructedness of the projeci, and its 

collaborative nature, by exposing the working relationships between the 

performers and indicoting whot role they al1 play. 

Because these artists have worked colloborotively for many yeors. they 

feel safe to investigate issues that are as intimate as sexuality and as 

controversiol as pornography and s/m. In response to one image from ûruwing 

the Line which shows the two women in the bathtub, lying one on top of the 



other kissing, hands holding each other, a viewer wrote: "If a man had taken 

these photogrophs, I'd be suspicious of his intentions. but knowing that a woman 

is photographing o woman mokes a difference"(Kiss & Tell 1991 :n.p.). The 

viewer's reading of the work is influenced by the working relationship between 

the artists, as it is in Shonagh Adelman's Te/e Donna, where she worked with her 

friends in the creation a number of the phone sex topes. 

Diana Thorneycroft makes use of collaboration in A Slow Remembenbg, 

where she works with the poet, Di Brandt and the curator!writer Sigrid Dohle. The 

group, working under the nome The Fish Bndes, "hos been exploring nature of 

interdisciplinary collaboration and investigating individual and collaborative 

artmaking processesl*(Dahle 1994:8). This collaborative effort indicates a 

willingness to dispose with the traditional notion of the individual genius, and 

explore different points of view. Each woman creates a piece which is 

individual, yet related to the others. 

Thorneycroft's Unfifed /Snafe) [Illvstraiion 151. creoted os part of this 

collaboration, shows her nude and bound to a chair. Her face, looking down is 

covered and she is sunounded by strange and somewhat threatening props: a 

cow iongue, an animal hoof. Accomponying this, Di Brandt wites: 

inside the bound woman is another, who loves to dance, 
who rode the wind above a snowstorm once. wild 8 high 

inside the paralyzed woman inside the bound woman is 
another, whose breothing is proud and free, who sketches 
past concrete, past parolyzing cells 

whispering remembef me, me 
(Brandt in Dahle 1 994:n.p.) 



Thorneycroft's insistence that she wos not r e d y  bound (Lovatt 1996:2) pushes us 

to move beyond a literal reading of the image and poem. Unfitled [Snore] 

questions how our identities, or the assumption of certain identifies, bind us in 

particular ways and the fear that this couses. 

Sigrid Dahle calls Diana Thorneycroft's work 'dream work' and writes, 

"Dream work mechanisms open up a Iimitless labyrinth of representational and 

interpretive possibilities, weaving a tangled web" (Dahle 1 994:4). She says that 

perhaps we do not have oll of the dues needed to reod these images. Perhaps 

they are so personal an exploration that the meaning eludes us. In a tnie 

meaning eluding us, though. we are given the possibility of denving our own 

meanings. Through the collaboration of these three women, the viewer is shown 

three different explorations of identity and sexuality. This opens up to us three 

different possibilities and indicates thot many readings and mony interpretotions 

ore possible. My reoding of the work, as a viewer from a pafiicular background 

ond at a particular time in my life, will be different from that of other viewers. In 

her text. Sigrid Dahle underscores this point, leaving us with the important 

undentonding that our sexualities and identities ore numerous and open to 

potential change. 

Performance is very closely Iinked to experience. Judith Butler's ideo of 

sexuality constructed through repetition is really a way of undentonding and 

questioning experience. W e  are constantly performing our sexuality, repeoting ii 

through expetiences, whether these are experiences of viewing art, for instance, 

or having sex. Experience is evident in h o  ways here: the role played by the 



personal experience of the ortists in the creation of their artwork: and the 

experience of the viewer brings to the work. 

As Diana Thorneycroft says: "1 think fint and foremost my practice cornes 

out of a lived body expetience"(Al1en 1995:26) ond "The cornera challenges the 

private by moking public whot has been privatiied: a woman's self"(Fulton 1991). 

Thorneycroft uses her struggles toward the creation and understanding of her 

sexual identity as the basis of much of her work. The private experience of sexuality 

is transformed into a public dialogue. It is through this public exhibition and 

dialogue thot understandings of identity con be altered and chollenged. 

This public/private dichotomy hm been central to feminist theorizing. 

Feminist theory has revealed t h a i  this is a false split and that one areno necessorÏly 

informs the other. Certain aspects of sex are very public. such as ihe use of sex in 

advertising. However, there is a limited public understanding of whot sex is, or 

what 'good' or 'proper' sex is. Sex that falls outside this areo is labeled devianf. My 

query here is if the public depiction of penonol experiences of sexualiiy by these 

ortists con encourage change in what is considered sexuality. By introducing new 

visions of sexuolity into the public domain, discoufies of sexuality con be oltered. 

As Lovait wntes: "What the body knows of itself is essential to the formation 

of identityV(1 996:2). ldentity is created and altered when a viewer gains 

experience of the body through viewing it in visual images. The viewer's body 

knows more of itself through the experience of viewing other bodies: how is my 

body. my sexuality like thot? How is it different? Does my body desire thot body? 

These are questions thot develop o sense of identity which con then be propelled 



into a public space through its acting out, and in tum c m  play a role in altering 

the discourses of identity in our society. 

Joan Scott indicates that experience is often seen as evidence of a foct, as 

proof, rather thon o way of exploring how subjects are constituted, but she writes 

that "if is not individuals who have experience, but subjects who ore constituted 

through experienceW(l991:779). What we need instead of an ossumption of 

unchanging subjects. is on exploration of how these subjecis ore created through 

experience. In terrns of identity, seeing experience this woy. will allow on: 

inquiry into the ways in which femole subjectivity is produced, the 
ways in which agency is made possible, the ways in which race and 
sexuality intersect with gender, the ways in which politics organizes 
and interprets experience - in sum, the ways in which identity is a 
contested terrain, the site of multiple and confiicting daims. (Scott 
1 99 1 :787) 

This attention to experience can confimi or upset knowledge, con allow o 

subversive repetition. By paying atteniion to how we are constituted through 

experience. space is opened up for political change. 

As Shane Phelan writes " . . . we might ocknowledge thot speaking and 

being heard does not mean simply drawing on our 'experience' in on 

unmediated way but means articuloting our lives, interpreting and reinterpreting 

hem in ways that link us to othen"(1993:779). The artists' use of personal 

experience must 'be heard' by the viewers and encourage an examinotion of 

their lives and identities. 

The artists here are searching for the gaps and open spoces in dominant 

narratives or arguments into which they con ossert themselves in order to upset 

dominant notions of the stability of identity. The exploration of expenence os 



constitutive. rather thon set or urichanging, is one aspect of this. For Shonogh 

Adelman and Kiss 8 Tell, who do not necessarily base their work on personal 

experience, it is the experience of the viewer that is significant. Viewing the 

artwork and participating in the dialogue or thought about these issues is part of 

the construction of who they are and how they experience their own sexual 

iden tity. 

CONCLUSION 

In this exploration of sexual identiiy. I have delineoted a number of strategies used 

by the artists. These include the use of dominant imagery, the method of working 

collaboratively. and performance. By using or referring to imagery drown from a 

number of sources such as mainstrearn heterosexual pornography. a dialogue is 

created between the original image and the reconstituted image. The viewer 

contemplates the changed meaning and the original meaning is destabilized. 

The power relationship between an artist and model has been the subject 

of critique by feminist art historians. This power relationship is in part undermined by  

the method of working collaboratively that is employed by Kiss & Tell, Diona 

Thorneycroft and Shonogh Adelman. By shoring the responsibility for the creation 

of a piece of art. and participating in vanous capacities, boih as rnodel and 

photographer, for instance, power is more equitably shared. 

Judith Butler writes of gender being constructed through constant 

repetition: a performance. Norms of sexuality construct us as eifher male or 



female, as either homosexual or heterosexuol and dictate characieristics that go 

dong with these constructions. Butler questions uses of identity that become 

regulatory imperatives, and searches for a woy to conceive of identity that does 

not allow this: 

The critical task is . . . to locate strotegies of subversive repetition 
enobled by those constructions, to affkm the local possibilities of 
intervention through participaiing in preciseiy those practices of 
repetition thai constitute identity and, therefore, present the 
immanent possibility of confesting them. ( 1  990:147) 

This process is allowed by  the creation of artworks such as these. They are a part of 

a political process that is working to ollow alternative and varied constructions 

and experiences of identiiy. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

in the last decode many feminist artists have creaied arbvork ihat explores female 

sexual pleasure. This work plays a role in the understandings we have conceming 

cotegories of sexual identity. It also encourages a concurrent dismantling of those 

categones which con allow for a less constrainec! experience of one's own 

identity. Rather fhan rigid categones of sexuality, which con be experienced as 

limiting, sexuol identities are questioned. Kiss & Tell, Shonagh Adelman, and Diono 

Thorneycroft ore among those Canadion artists exploring sexuality in the 1990s. 

Using a wide variety of media, these artists explore female sexuality with a 

cornmitment to both pleasure and theory. Their artwork creates a context within 

which women con explore issues of sexuality, pleasure and identity. 

In an exploration of various themes found in the works. including those of 

representotion, power. and desire. I find thot these works challenge many 

moinstreom notions of sexuality. Using strategies such as the deconstruction of 

dominant irnogery. performance and collaboration. multiple desires are shown 

and explored. The works suggest that women can and do desire women and men 

in a multitude of ways. In providing evidence of this. these images create space 

which facilitates dialogue about the nature of identity and desire. They also point 

to potential political action connected with or rising out of this. 

Finally. I wont :O emphasize why this concept of the changing anc! 

ambiguous nature of identity is important. By acknowledging sexual identity as 



something that is not fixed and singular but, rather, always changing and multiple. 

curent discourses of identity which give rise to political and social inequalities con 

be undemined. As Judith Butler writes: "The deconstruction of identity is not the 

deconstruction of politics: rather. it establishes as political the very terms throug h 

which identity is articulated" (Butler 1990:148). The works of art discussed here con 

play an important political role i~ this area. 

ldentity categories do not necessanly reflect specific prcictices, but do 

create certain expectatbns and have certain regulotions aftached to them. They 

are categories thot force us io think we should behave in certain ways, and have 

certain desires. There ore many different octs. though. and different desires that 

do not necessorily conform to specific identity labels. I recognize the importance 

of labels for political action1. For instance, when lesbians need to identify as 

lesbions in order to bring attention to the fact thai women living in long term 

relationships with other women do not get certain benefits that wornen living in 

long term relationships with men get, but I want io look toward a time when who 

we sleep with and how. and who we fantasize about does not divide us in these 

ways. 

Political action is created in part through the initiation of dialogue. It is here 

thot this ortwork has its greatest strengths. By modeling images of ambiguous 

and/or multiple sexual desires and identities, these artists and their work 

encourage o dialogue about sexuality that has the potential to create a much 

1 For more discussion on lesbian and gay political action see, for exarnple. Dovina 
Cooper. 1995. Powerin Sfn/gg/e: Feminfim, Sexuafity und the Sfote. New York: New York 
University Press; Gary Kinsman. 1996. The Regulafion of Desk: Sexuoh'ty in Canadu. 
Montreal: Black Rose Books; Cari F. Stychin. 1995. Low's Dex2e: Sexuolty und the Limifs of 
Justice. London and New York: Routledge. 



less rigid system of sexual identification thon is in existence nght now. We 

participote in self-creation and selMefinition through discourse and these images 

are a part of this discoune. 

The need to participate in this discourse is the reason thot extensive 

regulation of sexual irnagery is dangerous. Without the ability to have this 

discussion only certain sexual identities will be ollowed and acknowledged. The 

acknowledgment of only certain sexualities as legitimate designaies othen as 

deviant. This in tum creates and allows the continuation of social inequalities for 

those whose sexual identities are noi recognized or approved of, that are called 

deviant. It is with this in mind that I suggest that these categories of identity should 

be diswpted. I recognize that labels are necessory for cerioin smiggles and at 

certain points in time. I olso, though, recognize the negative history of labeiing. 

Labels are not always of our choosing. 

As discussed in Chopier 3. cotegories of sexuality and identity ofien prove 

to be constrictive. Strict categories limit and demarcate sexual desire and 

behaviour ( Weeks 1 987:35). Theories of idenfity must 5e linked to social structures 

in order to further political action. Rather thon assuming static identities and using 

these as the bais for political action as proponents of identity politics would, whot 

I am suggesting here is thot the very ambiguity of identity con itself be a political 

tool. By not singling out a specific group of people cr sexual practice for unequol 

treatment. the acknowledgment of multiple sexual identifies and of the fact that 

identity is always changing could eliminate social inequolities based on the 

identities. Rother thon striving for equolity for specific groups of people because 



someone wili olways not fit into the group, we could eliminote the ide0 of groups 

based on sexual practice. 

This is perhaps a utopion idea ot the present; thus. many theorisis suggest 

thai "a provisional unity and coherence is required to engage in collective 

politicol struggles"(Stychin 1995:154). Cotegories, such as i den f i  categories, can 

be asserted for porticular political purposes. These provisional identities, though, 

must not become reified and static. While attempting to deconstruct restrictive 

cotegories, the assertion of contingeni categories is a i  tirnes necessary. As Corl 

Stychin writes: "The tension between the assertion and the deconstruction of 

identity categories is iresolvable and should be understood os a continuing 

contestation" (Stychin 1 995: 1 40). 



1. Barbara Kruger 
Unfited (Your Gaze Hifs the Side of my Foceh 1 98 1 . 



2. Kiss & Tell 
Dra wing the Line - lesbien sexuo/poftics on the wdl 1 99 1 . 
B/w photograph. 



3. Kiss & Tell 
Druwhg the Line - les- sexuolpoRics on fhe wu4 1 99 1 . 
B/w photograph. 



4. Kiss & Tell 
Drowing the Line - lesbian sexuo/polifcs on the wu/,( 1 99 1 . 
B/w photograph. 



5 .  Kiss & Tell 
Drawing fhe Line - lesbiun sexuo/po/ifics on the wu4 1 99 1. 
B/w photograph. 



6. Lorna Boschman and Kiss & Tell 
Still from liue hversions, 1992. 
Video. 



7. Lorna Boschman and Kiss & Tell 
Still from True lnversions. 1992. 
Video. 



8. Shonogh Adelmon 
'Expose' from Tele Donnu, 1993. 
Blocklight box. 



9. Shonagh Adelman 
Mosfbark 1993. 
Computer generated cibachrome print. 



10. Shonagh Adelman 
Cun/Iburl 1 99 3. 
Computer generoted cibochrome print. 



1 1. Shonagh Adelrnan 
P /usfifs, 1 993. 
Computer generated cibachrome print 



12. Shonogh Adelman 
Grascun f, 1 993. 
Cornputer generated cibachrome print. 



13. Diona Thorneycroft 
Untifed[Fish Brî&,l, 1 992. 
Silver print. 



14. Diano Thorneycroft 
Un fifed (fi3h Bn'des). 1 9 92. 
Silver print. 



15. Diono Thorneycroft 
Un fified {Snore), 1 99 2. 
Silver print. 



16. Diona Thorneycroft 
Untitled (Tvh),  1 9 93. 
Silver print. 



1 7. Diana Thorneycroft 
Unfifled fMatmska DO/., 1 993. 
Silver print. 



APPENDIX 1 

Criminal Code of Canada 

Offenses Tendhg fo Comlpf Mofuk 
163- ( 1 ) Every one commiis an offense who 

(a) makes, prints. publishes, distributes. circulaies, or has in his 
possession for the purpose of publication. distribution or circulation 
a n y  obscene wrMen motter, picture, rnodel, phonogroph record or 
other thing whatever. 

(2) Every one cornmits on offense who knowingly, without lowful 
justification or excuse, 

(a) sells, exposes to public view or has in his possession for such a 
purpose any obscene wntten matter, picture, model. phonograph 
record or other thing whaiever. 

(8) For the purposes of this Act, ony publication a dominant chorocteristic 
of which is the undus exploitation of sex. or of sex and any orie or more of 
the following subjects. namely. crime. honor, cruelty and violence, sholl 
be deemed to be obscene. 

( Rodrigues 1 997: 1 44- 1 45) 



Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

1. The Canadian Chuder of Righfs and Freedoms guarantees the rights and 
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reosonoble Iimits prescribes by  law as 
can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 
(Canada 1 982:l) 

2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms: 
b. freedom of thought. belief, opinion and expression, indudino freedom of the 
press and other media communicaiions. 
(Canada 19823) 

15. (1 )  Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to 
equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in 
porticular, without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, 
religion, sex, age or mental or physical ability. 

(2) Subsection ( 1 )  does not preclude any law, program or octivity that has 
as its objective the omelioration of conditions of disadvontaged individuals or 
groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or 
ethnic ongin, coiour, religion. sex, age or mental or physicol ability. 
(Canada 1982: 15) 

28. Notwithstanding anything in the Charter, the rights and freedoms referred to 
in it are guaranteed equolly to male and fernale persons. 
(Canada 1982: 29) 
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